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ABSTRACT 
Until recently, genetic analyses were based on polygenic models. In these analyses the effects 
of individual genes were not studied. With the advances that have been made in molecular 
genetics, it has become possible to study the effects of individual genes using segregation 
and linkage analyses, by either likelihood or Bayesian methods. These analyses require that 
several generations of individuals in the population have genetic information at the marker 
and trait loci. Depending on the cost and benefits of genotyping, it is common that only some 
individuals are genotyped. Thus, a large fraction of the population would usually have no 
genetic information available. When genetic data at the trait and marker loci are incomplete, 
genotypes must be sampled. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, such as Scalar-
Gibbs, have been used to sample these genotypes. However, the Markov chain that corresponds 
to scalar-Gibbs may not be irreducible when the marker locus has more than two alleles, and 
even when the chain is irreducible, mixing has been observed to be slow. These problems do 
not arise if the genotypes are sampled jointly from the entire pedigree. This thesis proposes a 
method to jointly sample genotypes. The method combines the Elston-Stewart algorithm and 
iterative peeling, and is called the ESIP sampler. The ESIP sampler is evaluated by computing 
genotype probabilities for a monogenic trait in a small hypothetical pedigree and in a large 
real pedigree. Further, results obtained by ESIP sampler are compared with other methods 
in the literature that sample genotypes at marker loci with more than two alleles. Of the 
methods that are guaranteed to be irreducible, ESIP was the most efficient. Finally, the ESIP 
sampler is used for mapping quantitative trait loci in a simulated pedigree using the Bayasian 
approach. 
1 
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The objective of animal breeding is to improve the genetic performance of livestock pop­
ulations. This is accomplished by selecting and breeding animals such that genetic progress 
from one generation to the next is maximized. Selection of animals has been practiced since 
ancient times. Initially, there was no theoretical basis for genetic improvement of populations 
and animal breeders probed their way forward by trial and error (Johansson and Rendel, 1968). 
In 1866, Mendel (Mendel, 1866) postulated his two laws of inheritance. In his experiments, he 
used lines of the garden pea that differed in qualitative traits, such as the form and color of the 
seeds. But it was only in 1900 when his work was really brought to the attention of the scien­
tific world by De Vries, Correns, and Tschermak (Johansson and Rendel, 1968). These three 
botanists, independently, came to the same conclusion as Mendel. They also worked with lines 
differing in a few, well-pronounced qualitative traits. The inheritance of quantitative traits 
was manifested by the resemblance between relatives. In the late 1800s, Galton introduced the 
statistical tools of regression and correlation to quantify this resemblance between relatives. 
Galton was not aware of Mendel's laws and he proposed the law of ancestral inheritance to 
explain the resemblance between relatives. When Mendel's laws were rediscovered, it was not 
clear how they could account for these covariances between relatives. Very early in the last 
century, Yule and Pearson suggested how Mendel's laws could account for the resemblance 
between relatives (Buhner, 1985). Fisher (1918) provided detailed theory to show how con­
tinuous traits could be controlled by several loci, and how the correlation between relatives 
can be explained by Mendelian inheritance. Further, he developed a statistical method to 
estimate the genetic variance of quantitative traits using phenotypic covariances between rela­
tives. Among the many other important contributions of Fisher are the methods of maximum 
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likelihood (Fisher, 1922) and the analysis of variance (Fisher, 1925), which have been widely 
used in estimation of genetic parameters. 
Based on the theory of covariances between relatives, animal breeders used Best Linear 
Prediction (BLP) to rank animals according to their genetic merit (Lush, 1933; Hazel, 1943; 
Lush, 1948). BLP requires knowledge of the genetic and phenotypic means and covariances 
for the traits of interest. In early applications of BLP all individuals were assumed to have 
the same genetic and phenotypic means. Further, each individual was evaluated based on the 
same type of information. Due to these simplifying assumptions, animals could be ranked 
by BLP without knowledge of phenotypic and genotypic means. The earliest methods to 
estimate the variance-covariance parameters in more general mixed models with fixed effects 
and random genetic effects involved equating the mean squares of balanced analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) to their expectations. Unfortunately, these methods give biased estimators when 
the data are unbalanced, e.g., when the number of offspring per sire is different or when there 
are more observations of an animal's phenotype than of others. In 1953, Henderson presented 
his three methods for estimating variance components: Method 1, Method 2 and Method 3. 
These methods result in unbiased variance estimators when data are unbalanced and have been 
widely used in animal breeding as well as in other fields. 
In order to predict the unobservable genotypic values, without the simplifying assumptions 
used in early BLP applications, Henderson (Henderson, 1949, 1950, 1963, 1973, 1975; Hender­
son et al., 1959) developed his mixed model equations. Solving the mixed model equations 
yields generalized least-squares estimates for the genotypic and phenotypic means (Henderson 
et al., 1959) and Best Linear Unbiased Prediction (BLUP) for the unobservable genotypic val­
ues (Henderson, 1963). Setting up the mixed model equations requires computing the inverse 
of the genotypic covariance matrix. Under additive inheritance, an algorithm is available to 
compute this inverse efficiently (Henderson, 1975). The computing time for this algorithm is 
linearly related to the number of individuals in the pedigree. The generalized least squares 
(GLS) and BLUP properties of the mixed model equations hold for any distribution. Further, 
if selection has been based on a subset of the data used in the evaluation, the GLS and BLUP 
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properties of the mixed model equations hold under normality. The assumption of normality is 
justified by assuming the trait is controlled by a large number of loci each with a small effect. 
This is referred to as the polygenic model of inheritance. Under polygenic inheritance, efficient 
algorithms are available for estimation of genetic parameters by maximum likelihood (ML) 
analysis (Patterson and Thompson, 1971; Harville, 1977; Misztal, 1994; Meyer and Smith, 
1996). 
At present, in livestock improvement programs, genetic evaluations are obtained by using 
Henderson's mixed model equations under additive inheritance. The genetic variances and 
covariances required for setting up these equations are obtained by ML. An alternative to this 
two stage procedure is to use a Bayesian analysis (Gianola and Fernando, 1986) where posterior 
means of genotypic values are used for genetic evaluation. Computing posterior means involves 
integrating out all other variables, such as the unknown variance-covariance parameters, from 
the posterior. This can be done using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (Wang 
et al., 1994). 
The above methods are based on phenotypic data and yield a single genetic evaluation for 
each trait. Due to the advances that have been made in molecular genetics, it has become 
possible to locate the individual genes that have direct effect on quantitative traits. These 
are called quantitative trait loci (QTL). These loci are located using marker loci for which the 
genotypes can be observed. The marker information can also be combined with the trait phe-
notypes for selection. This is called Marker Assisted Selection (MAS). Fernando and Grossman 
(1989) showed how BLUP can be used for MAS under additive inheritance. This approach 
is optimum under normality. Further, if normality is a good approximation, estimates of the 
variance at the marked QTL (MQTL) and its position can be obtained by ML (Fernando and 
Grossman, 1989; Weller and Fernando, 1991; Van Arendonk et al., 1994; Grignola et al., 1996). 
Genetic evaluation based on BLUP is optimal under the assumption of normality. When 
QTL are segregating, the distribution of the trait phenotypes is a mixture of normal distri­
butions. Thus, BLUP would not be optimal (Meuwissen et al., 2001). The ML approach 
mentioned above, where a single multivariate normal is used to approximate the mixture of 
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normals, does not make complete use of the information. 
Mixture models have been used in genetic analyses under monogenic, oligogenic and mixed 
inheritance. Inheritance is said to be monogenic when a trait is influenced by one locus. 
Inheritance is said to be oligogenic when a trait is influenced by a few loci. If the trait is 
influenced by both a single major locus with a large effect and a normally distributed polygenic 
component, inheritance is said to be mixed. Mixture models under monogenic and oligogenic 
inheritance have been used in human genetics for segregation and linkage analyses. Segregation 
analysis refers to those analyses that only include phenotypic information of the individual and 
its relatives. Those analyses that also include information on linked markers are referred to as 
linkage analyses. In these analyses, the marker genotypes are used to determine if there is a 
locus affecting a specific trait that is linked to the marker locus. Thus, genotypic information 
at the marker and trait loci of several generations of individuals in the population is needed. 
Depending on the cost and benefits of genotyping, it is common that only some individuals are 
genotyped. Thus, a large fraction of the population would usually have no genetic information 
available. Also, the likelihood functions given genotypic and phenotypic data are needed in 
segregation and linkage analyses. 
Under oligogenic inheritance, the likelihood is computed by conditioning on the oligogeno-
types. This conditional likelihood is usually assumed to be the product of univariate normals, 
because the phenotypic values of the pedigree members are conditionally independent given the 
oligogenotypes at the locus of interest. The unconditional likelihood is obtained by summing 
over the oligogenotypes. Under monogenic inheritance, the likelihood is obtained by summing 
over the genotypes of the locus of interest. For pedigrees without loops, these summations can 
be done very efficiently using the Elston-Stewart algorithm (Elston and Stewart, 1971), which 
is also called Reeling." For small pedigrees (about 100 members) with loops, extensions of 
the Elston-Stewart algorithm have been developed for computing the likelihood (Lange and 
Elston, 1975; Cannings et al., 1978; Lange and Boehnke, 1983; Thomas, 1986a,b). For large 
pedigrees with complex loops exact calculations are not possible and approximations are used 
(Strieker et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1996). 
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It is not straightforward to calculate the exact pedigree likelihood under mixed inheritance 
(Bonney, 1992; Fernando et al., 1994; Hasstedt, 1982, 1991). Phenotypic values of pedigree 
members cannot be assumed to be conditionally independent given only the major genotypes, 
because the phenotypic value is also influenced by the polygenic loci. Alternative models have 
been adopted to overcome this problem (Bonney, 1992; Fernando et al., 1994). Most proposed 
methods involve some approximation to the likelihood that can be very inefficient for large 
pedigrees. Also, the accuracy of the method cannot be determined for large pedigrees. 
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have recently been proposed to overcome 
the problems in segregation and linkage analysis. The genotypes in a pedigree can be sampled 
according to a Markovian process because a neighborhood system can be defined such that 
the genotype of an individual, conditional on the neighbors, is independent of the remaining 
pedigree members. This local dependency makes MCMC methods, such as the Gibbs sampler, 
very easy to implement and provides a strategy to estimate posterior genotypic probabilities 
that are difficult to calculate exactly (Sheehan, 1990). These posterior probabilities are used 
either in ML (Guo and Thompson, 1992) or Bayesian methods (Thomas and Cortessis, 1992; 
Janss et al., 1995; Uimari et al., 1996) for segregation or linkage analysis. In linkage analysis 
markers with many alleles are desirable because they are more informative. However, scalar-
Gibbs may not yield irreducible chains when the markers have more than two alleles (Sheehan, 
1990; Thomas and Cortessis, 1992). Even when the chain is irreducible, for example when 
scalar-Gibbs is used for sampling genotypes of QTL or markers with two alleles, mixing has 
been observed to be slow. 
In this dissertation we present an algorithm to sample genotypes from loci with two or 
more alleles. The problems of scalar-Gibbs do not arise if the genotypes are sampled jointly 
from the entire pedigree. Thus, we propose a method to jointly sample genotypes. The method 
combines the Elston-Stewart algorithm and Iterative Peeling, and it is called the ESIP sampler. 
6 
1.1 Dissertation organization 
We have organized this dissertation in the form of a collection of journal articles. A list of 
literary citations is provided at the end of each chapter as appropriate. 
The dissertation is organized into five chapters. In chapter 2, we describe the ESIP algo­
rithm to sample genotypes from complex pedigrees and evaluate its performance by computing 
genotype probabilities for a monogenic trait in a small hypothetical pedigree and in a large 
real pedigree. In chapter 3 we show that any algorithm that can determine the optimal order 
of equations in a symmetric-sparse system can also be used to determine the peeling order in 
ESIP. In chapter 4 we present a proof that ESIP yields an irreducible and aperiodic chain, a 
strategy to improve the efficiency of the sampler, and a comparison of ESIP with other meth­
ods in the literature that sample genotypes at marker loci with more than two alleles and that 
are guaranteed to yield irreducible chains. Finally, in chapter 5, the results obtained by ESIP 
are used in a Bayesian framework to map the position of a QTL, to estimate the QTL effects 
and to estimate allele frequencies at the QTL in a simulated pedigree. 
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CHAPTER 2. SAMPLING GENOTYPES IN LARGE PEDIGREES 
WITH LOOPS 
A paper accepted by Genetic Selection Evolution 
Soledad A. Fernandez, Rohan L. Fernando, Bernt Guldbrandtsen. Liviu R. Totir 
and Alicia L. Carriquiry 
Abstract 
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have been proposed to overcome computa­
tional problems in linkage and segregation analyses. This approach involves sampling genotypes 
at the marker and trait loci. Scalar-Gibbs is easy to implement, and it is widely used in genet­
ics. However, the Markov chain that corresponds to scalar-Gibbs may not be irreducible when 
the marker locus has more than two alleles, and even when the chain is irreducible, mixing has 
been observed to be slow. These problems do not arise if the genotypes are sampled jointly from 
the entire pedigree. This paper proposes a method to jointly sample genotypes. The method 
combines the Elston-Stewart algorithm and iterative peeling, and is called the ESIP sampler. 
For a hypothetical pedigree, genotype probabilities are estimated from samples obtained using 
ESIP and also scalar-Gibbs. Approximate probabilities were also obtained by iterative peel­
ing. Comparisons of these with exact genotypic probabilities obtained by the Elston-Stewart 
algorithm showed that ESIP and iterative peeling yielded genotypic probabilities that were 
very close to the exact values. On the other hand, estimated probabilities from scalar-Gibbs 
with a chain of length 235,000, including a burn-in of 200,000 steps, were less accurate than 
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probabilities estimated using ESIP with a chain of length 10,000, with a burn-in of 5,000 steps. 
The effective chain size (ECS) was estimated from the last 25,000 elements of the chain of 
length 125,000. For one of the ESIP samplers, the ECS ranged from 21,579 to 22,741, while 
for the scalar-Gibbs sampler, the ECS ranged from 64 to 671. Genotype probabilities were 
also estimated for a large real pedigree consisting of 3,223 individuals. For this pedigree, it 
is not feasible to obtain exact genotype probabilities by the Elston-Stewart algorithm. ESIP 
and iterative peeling yielded very similar results. However, results from scalar-Gibbs were less 
accurate. 
2.1 Introduction 
Probability functions such as likelihood functions and genotype probabilities play an im­
portant role in the analysis of genetic data. For example, likelihoods given genotypic and 
phenotypic data are needed in segregation and linkage analyses. In genetic evaluations, con­
ditional genotype probabilities are used to compute conditional means of genotypic values. 
These conditional means are then used to rank individuals for selection. Conditional genotype 
probabilities are also used in genetic counseling. For example, in the case of recessive disease 
traits it is important to know which individuals in a population are probable carriers of a 
deleterious allele. 
When inheritance is monogenic and the pedigree has no loops, the likelihood can be com­
puted efficiently using the Elston-Stewart algorithm (Elston and Stewart, 1971), which is also 
called "peeling." For small pedigrees (about 100 members) with loops, extensions of the Elston-
Stewart algorithm have been developed for evaluating the likelihood (Cannings et al., 1978; 
Lange and Boehnke. 1983; Lange and Elston, 1975; Thomas, 1986a,b). These methods were 
developed in human genetics. In livestock, pedigrees are usually much larger and contain many 
more loops. Thus, the application of computer-intensive methods developed for humans will 
often be difficult or inappropriate in livestock data. 
Van Arendonk et al. (1989) presented an iterative algorithm to calculate genotype probabil­
ities for all members in an animal pedigree. Some limitations in their algorithm were removed 
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by Janss et al. (1995b). Their method can be used to approximate the likelihood for large and 
complex pedigrees with loops. Strieker et al. (1995) also proposed a method to approximate 
the likelihood in pedigrees with loops. This method is based on an algorithm that cuts the 
loops. In 1996, Wang et al. proposed a new approximation to the likelihood of a pedigree with 
loops by cutting all loops and extending the pedigree at the cuts. This method makes use of 
iterative peeling. They showed that the likelihood computed by iterative peeling is equivalent 
to the likelihood computed from a cut and extended pedigree. 
It is not straightforward to calculate the exact pedigree likelihood under mixed inheritance 
(Bonney, 1992; Fernando et al., 1994; Hasstedt, 1982, 1991). The reason is that phenotypic 
values of pedigree members cannot be assumed to be conditionally independent, given only the 
major genotypes of the pedigree members, because the phenotypic value is also influenced by 
the polygenic loci. Alternative models have been adopted to overcome this problem (Bonney, 
1992; Fernando et al., 1994). Bonney (1992) proposed a regressive model where conditional 
covariances between relatives, given the major genotypes, are modeled directly through the 
phenotypes. Thus, this model is not suitable for pedigrees with a large proportion of missing 
phenotypic values. Fernando et al. (1994) presented a finite polygenic mixed model that has 
the advantage that its likelihood can be calculated using efficient algorithms developed for 
oligogenic models. A disadvantage of this approach is that it cannot accommodate nongenetic 
covariances among relatives. Hasstedt (1982, 1991) has used approximations for computing the 
likelihood. The approximation proposed in 1991 accommodates a completely general structure 
for the nongenetic residual covariances. But under this approach, the phenotypic covariance 
matrix must be inverted to compute the likelihood. This makes the approximation very in­
efficient for large pedigrees. Furthermore, the accuracy of the method cannot be determined 
when it is implemented in large pedigrees. 
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have been proposed to overcome these prob­
lems. These MCMC methods can be used to obtain estimates to any desired level of accuracy. 
As Thomas and Cortessis (1992) observed, the genotypes in a pedigree are sampled according 
to a Markovian process, because a neighborhood system can be defined on a pedigree such 
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that the genotype of an individual, conditional on the neighbors (or relatives), is independent 
of the remaining pedigree members. This local dependency makes MCMC methods, such as 
the Gibbs sampler, very easy to implement and provides a strategy to sample genotypes from 
the joint posterior distribution of genotypes (Sheehan, 1990). The samples are used either in 
maximum likelihood (Guo and Thompson, 1992; Thompson, 1994a,b) or Bayesian methods 
(Thomas and Cortessis, 1992; Hoeschele and VanRaden, 1993a,b; Janss et al., 1995; Uimari 
et al., 1996; Hoeschele et al., 1997) for segregation or linkage analysis. 
When using the Gibbs sampler, however, mixing can be very slow due to the "vertical 
dependence" between genotypes of parents and progeny (Janss et al., 1995). The larger the 
progeny groups, the stronger the dependence, and thus the Gibbs chains do not move. Poor 
mixing has also been encountered due to the "horizontal dependence" between genotypes at 
tightly linked loci (Thompson and Heath, 1999). When this happens it is said that the chains 
are reducible "in practice." 
The problem of poor mixing due to vertical dependence can be reduced by jointly sampling 
blocks of genotypes at a single locus (Janss et al., 1995; Jensen et al., 1995). In this approach, 
the blocks are typically formed by subfamilies in the pedigree. The efficiency of blocking 
depends on the pedigree structure and the way those blocks are built. Further, the scalar-
Gibbs chains may not be irreducible when sampling genotypes at marker loci with more than 
two alleles (Sheehan, 1990; Thomas and Cortessis, 1992). The use of blocking Gibbs is expected 
to reduce this problem, but it is not guaranteed to eliminate it (Jensen and Kong, 1999). The 
problem of poor mixing due to horizontal dependence can be reduced by sampling blocks of the 
tightly linked genotypes jointly within an individual (Thompson, 2000; Thompson and Heath, 
1999). However, with extended pedigrees poor mixing may still be a problem, and further, 
this sampler is not guaranteed to be irreducible when sampling genotypes at multi-allelic loci. 
It has been proposed to extend the idea of blocking Gibbs to sample genotypes jointly at a 
single locus from the entire pedigree in such a way that irreducibility is guaranteed (Fernandez 
et al., 1999). The proposed sampler is based on the Elston-Stewart algorithm and iterative 
peeling, and so it will be referred to as the ESIP sampler. To study the mixing performance 
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of the ESIP sampler at a single locus, it was first applied to the relatively simple problem of 
sampling genotypes at a biallelic disease locus. This paper documents the results from this 
study. The mixing performance of ESIP for sampling genotypes at tightly linked loci has not 
been examined yet. Given the positive results that were obtained in this study, the performance 
of the sampler is currently being evaluated for sampling missing genotypes at a marker locus 
with more than two alleles. A manuscript with a detailed proof of the irreducibility of the 
sampler and results from the second study is under preparation. 
In brief, genotypes are jointly sampled as follows. When there are no loops or when the 
pedigree contains only "simple" loops, we first peel the entire pedigree using the Elston-Stewart 
algorithm (exact peeling). Then, genotypes are sampled by "reverse peeling" (Heath, 1998; 
Janss et al., 1995; Jensen et al., 1995). When the loops are complex and exact peeling cannot 
be undertaken efficiently, we obtain a joint sample from a pedigree that is modified to make 
peeling efficient. This sample is used in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to obtain draws 
from the unmodified pedigree. The modification that we use involves cutting some of the loops 
as in Strieker et al. (1995) and extending the pedigree at the cuts as in Wang et al. (1996). 
The "cutting" and "extension" of the pedigree is not done explicitly but is done instead by 
"iterative peeling." 
Although exact peeling of pedigrees with loops is not new in human genetics, it is relatively 
new in livestock applications. On the other hand, iterative peeling was introduced in livestock 
applications to obtain approximate probabilities for complex pedigrees. In this paper, these 
two approaches are combined for sampling genotypes in complex pedigrees. Therefore, for 
completeness, in section 2.2, we explain how genotypes can be sampled efficiently by exact 
peeling for a pedigree with simple loops. In section 2.3, we explain how genotypes can be 
sampled efficiently by iterative peeling for a pedigree with complex loops. In section 2.4. we 
describe how exact and iterative peeling can be combined to improve the efficiency of the 
sampler. 
Finally, in section 2.5, the ESIP sampler is evaluated by computing genotype probabilities 
for a monogenic trait in a small hypothetical pedigree and in a large real pedigree. This section 
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also includes the evaluation of iterative peeling. 
2.2 Exact peeling to sample genotypes 
Consider the pedigree shown in Figure 2.1. We introduce some notation, and show how 
exact peeling can be used to sample genotypes in this pedigree. Let g be the vector of genotypes 
and y be the vector of phenotypes in this pedigree. 
To obtain a random sample from /(g|y), we can use a rejection sampler (Gelman et al., 
1995) based on /(g|y), but this may be very inefficient. 
Instead, we sample individuals sequentially as described below. To obtain a sample from 
/ (91,92,93,94,95,96,97|y) in Figure 2.1, we first sample the genotype for individual 1 from 
/(9i|y). Next we sample g2 from /(92l9l,y), 93 from /(93l9i,92,y), and so on. To compute 
/(9i|y) we use peeling (Cannings et al., 1978; Elston and Stewart, 1971). The first step in 
computing /(9i|y) is to compute the likelihood of the pedigree. 
The likelihood for the pedigree in Figure 2.1 can be written as 
Figure 2.1 Simple two-generational pedigree with loop. 
L cx 53 52 " ' 53 /l(9i)M92)/i(9l,92,93)A(9l,92,g4)/i(93,94,95) % 
91 92 97 
M93,94,9e)M93,94,97) (2.1) 
where h( g j )  = P{ g j )f( y j \ g j ) ,  f( y j \ g j )  is the probability that an individual with genotype g j  
has phenotype t/j (penetrance function), P{gj) is the marginal probability that an individual 
has genotype gj (founder probability), /»(9m,9/,9j) = P{gj\gm,gf)f{yj\9j), 9m and gf are the 
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genotypes for the mother and father of individual j, and P{gj\gm,9f) is the probability that 
an individual has genotype gj given parental genotypes gm and gf (transition probability). 
Suppose each g j  can take on one of three values (AA, Aa, and a a ) .  Then L  as given in (3.1) 
is the sum of 37 terms, and the number of computations is exponential in the number of indi­
viduals in the expression. Thus, directly computing the likelihood as given in (3.1) is feasible 
only for small pedigrees. The Elston-Stewart algorithm (Elston and Stewart, 1971), however, 
provides an efficient method to compute (3.1) for pedigrees without loops, and generalizations 
of this algorithm (Cannings et al., 1978; Lange and Boehnke, 1983; Lange and Elston, 1975) 
provide strategies to compute the likelihood efficiently for general pedigrees with simple loops. 
Consider the summation over 57. In (3.1) this summation is done for all combinations of 
values of g\, 92, 93, 94, 95, and ge- However, the only function involving gj, is 6(93,94,97), 
which depends only on two other individual genotypes (93 and 94). In the Elston-Stewart 
algorithm the summation over <77 is done only for all combinations of values of <73 and g.\. The 
results from this summation are stored in a two-dimensional table, 07(93,94), called a cutset 
07(93,94) = 53ft(S3,94,97) 
97 
After summing out 97 and reordering equation (1), the likelihood is written as, 
l « 5322 ^ iM#) 52 M91,92,93) 94)27(93,94) 52 6(93,94,95) x 
91 92 93 94 93 
52 MS*. 94, 96) (2.2) 
96 
Now, we can sum out 95. The only function involving ge in (3.2) is 6(93,94,9$), which also 
depends on the genotypes of individuals 3 and 4. Thus, the summation is done for all combi­
nations of values of 93 and 94 and the results are stored in 05(93,94): 
05(93,94) = 52 ^ (93,94,9e) 
96 
This process is continued until all individuals have been summed out. Computing L  sequen­
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tially as described above is referred to as peeling. In the first step, g-j was peeled, and a simpler 
expression was obtained that did not involve gj. Similarly, after peeling gs, L becomes free of 
</6- To compute L efficiently, the order of peeling is critical. For example, consider peeling g\ 
as the first step, so the likelihood can be written as 
L oc 52 22"'22^(92)6(93,g4,9s)6(g3,g4,90)6(93,94,97)01(92,93,94) 
92 93 97 
where 
ci(92,93,94) = 52 h(9i)^(91,92,93)6(91,92,94) 
9t 
The result, 01(92,93,94), from peeling g\ is a cutset of size 3, and its computation involves 
summing over 91 for all genotype combinations of 92, 93, and 94. Computing €7(93,94) has 
lower storage and computational requirements than computing 01(92,93,94)- The storage and 
computational requirements would be similar for peeling 95 and ge in the first step. Peeling 
93 or g4 in the first step would be even more costly, in terms of computational requirements, 
than peeling gi or g2 first. 
Thus, to evaluate the likelihood for this pedigree we first need to determine the peeling 
order. Following (Lange and Boehnke, 1983), the peeling order is determined by the algorithm 
described below. 
1. List all the individuals in the pedigree that need to be peeled. 
2. For each individual determine the size of the resulting cutset after peeling that individual. 
3. Peel the individual with the smallest cutset. 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all individuals are peeled. 
In this case, an efficient peeling order is: 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1. 
Determining an optimal peeling order is related to the problem of solving systems of sym­
metric sparse linear equations (Fernandez and Fernando, 2000). When Gaussian elimination is 
used to solve such equations, some coefficients that were initially zero become nonzero, i.e., get 
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"filled in." The number of coefficients that get filled in depends on the order of elimination. 
Much research has been conducted in this area, and sophisticated algorithms have been devel­
oped to determine the order to minimize the number of coefficients that get filled in at each 
step. It can be shown that determining an optimal peeling order is equivalent to determining 
an optimal order of elimination in sparse system of linear equations. Thus algorithms that 
have been developed to determine the order of elimination in sparse linear systems can also be 
used to determine peeling order (Fernandez and Fernando, 2000). Once we establish a peeling 
order, we can represent the operations involved in the peeling process as shown in Table 3.1. 
The first column in this table gives the peeling sequence. The subsequent columns give the 
factors in the likelihood at different stages of peeling. Before peeling any individuals, the seven 
factors in the likelihood (3.1) are represented in the second column of Table 3.1. For example, 
(3,4,7) in the first row represents the factor h(g$, <74,97) in equation (3.1), and (2) in the 6th 
row of Table 3.1 represents 6(92) in equation (3.1). In this table, cutset are represented as 
{.,.}• 
After peeling 7, a cutset involving genotypes of individuals 3 and 4 is generated, £7(93,94), 
and it is represented as {3,4} in the third column of Table 3.1. Any cutset that results from 
peeling an individual becomes a factor in the row of the first individual in the cutset to be 
peeled. Thus, in this example, cutset {3,4} becomes a factor in the row of individual 4, since 
4 is peeled before 3. 
Next, when we peel 6, the cutset 05(93,94) is generated, and it becomes a new factor in the 
row of individual 4. Thus, it is represented in the fourth column of Table 3.1 as a second set 
{3,4}. 
When we peel 5, 05(93,94) is generated, and it is represented as {3,4} in the row of individ­
ual 4 (fifth column of Table 3.1). Next, we peel 4, and 04(91,92,93) is generated. This cutset 
becomes a factor in the row of individual 3 (sixth column of Table 3.1). Next, we peel 3, and 
03(91,92) becomes a factor in the row of individual 2 (seventh column of Table 3.1). When we 
peel 2, 02(91) is generated, and it is represented as {1} in the row corresponding to individual 
1 in the last column of Table 3.1. 
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Peeling 1 results in the likelihood ( L ) .  Now, we sample genotypes in the reverse order 
in which they were peeled (reverse peeling; Heath (1998)). In this example, after peeling 
individual 1 we compute the marginal probability for 1 as 
/to.W = 
Note that to compute /(gi|y) we are using the factors represented in the last row and column 
of Table 3.1, i.e., the numerator of this equation is the product of the factors in the 7th row 
of Table 3.1. Once /(gi|y) has been obtained, we sample g\ using the inverse cumulative 
probability function. Next, we compute 
f W m - y ) =  / , | t o ) c , ( 9 l ' 9 2 )  
Eg2 6(92)03(91,92) 
and then we sample <72 from /(g2|gi,y)- Again, the factors involved in the computation of 
/(92l9i,y) are represented in the 6th row of Table 3.1. Thus, the factors needed to sample g, 
are those used in peeling i. 
By applying this sampling procedure, we eventually generate a sample from the joint dis­
tribution of all genotypes for the entire pedigree. The sampling sequence in this case is 
sample gi from /(gi|y), 
sample g2 from /(92|y,9i), 
sample g3 from /(g3|y, 91,92), 
sample g4 from /(g4|y,9i,g2,93), 
sample g5 from /(gs|y,91,92,93,94), 
sample g6 from /(gely,91,92,93,94,9s), 
sample g7 from /(g7|y,gi,g2,93,94,95,96)-
In pedigrees with complex loops, peeling methods as described above are not feasible. The 
Taille 2.1 Peeling sequence and factors in the likelihood at different stages of peeling. 
Cutsets are indicated by {}. 
Peeling 
sequence j = - j = 7 
Factors in the likelihood after peeling individual j: 
j ~ 6 j = 5 j — 4 j = 3 j = 2 
7 (3,4,7) 
6 (3,4,6) (3,4,6) 
5 (3,4,5) (3,4,5) (3,4,5) 
4 (1,2,4) (1,2,4){3,4} (1,2,4){3,4}{3,4) (1,2,4) {3,4} {3,4} {3,4} 
3 (1,2,3) (1,2,3) (1,2,3) (1,2,3) (1,2,3){1,2,3} 
2 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2){1,2} 
1 (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 0)0} 
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reason is that the cutsets generated after peeling some individuals become too large when there 
are complex loops in the pedigree. 
2.3 Iterative peeling to sample genotypes 
Exact peeling methods cannot be applied when pedigrees are large and have complex loops. 
Iterative peeling (Fernando et al., 1993; Janss et al., 1995b; Van Arendonk et al., 1989; Wang 
et al., 1996), however can be used to get approximate results. To describe iterative peeling 
we use a small pedigree with a simple loop, which is presented as a directed graph (Figure 2.2 
(a)). Before peeling, the graph contains individual nodes and mating nodes. Each individual 
node is indicated by the individual identification number; they correspond to the penetrance 
functions, and in the case of founders, also include the founder probability function. Each 
mating node is indicated by an oval, which corresponds to the transition probability function. 
The edges in the graph connect the mating nodes with the parents and with the offspring. 
5 S,:  ^6 
(a) Graph with 12 edges (b) Graph with 8 edges 
Figure 2.2 Graph representation of a two-generational pedigree with loops. 
Before proceeding with iterative peeling we modify the graph by merging mating nodes 
into nuclear-family nodes. The resulting graph with the merged mating nodes is shown in 
Figure 2.2 (b). Here, the nuclear-family nodes are represented by rectangles. There are eight 
edges: Su, S21, S31, S32, S41, S.j2, S52, and Sg2 in this graph. The first subindex of S indicates 
the individual number, and the second subindex indicates the nuclear-family node number; for 
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example S31 is the edge that connects individual 3 with nuclear-family node 1. 
The edge between a parent and a nuclear-family has been called a "posterior" probability, 
and the edge between an offspring and a nuclear-family has been called an "anterior" prob­
ability (Fernando et al., 1993; Wang et al., 1996). In the next section, iterative peeling will 
be combined with exact peeling of pedigrees with loops. Then, there will be edges between 
individuals and cutsets. In this section, iterative peeling is reformulated such that, in the next 
section, it can be extended to accommodate edges between individuals and cutsets. We use this 
small example to explain iterative peeling and present general expressions for the algorithm 
later. 
Suppose we want to sample the genotype for individual 1 from /(gi|y). We first obtain 
an estimate for the edge probability Su, connecting individual 1 to the rest of the pedigree 
through nuclear family 1. Once Su is computed, the genotype probabilities are computed as 
/(9lly) = (2-3) 
Below we describe how to iteratively compute Su. 
We first initialize all the edge probabilities. In general, all edge probabilities are initialized 
to 1. For this example, however, it is convenient to set S41 to be equal to the founder genotype 
probabilities. Once the edges are initialized, we iteratively update edge probabilities using 
the phenotypes and the current values of the appropriate edges (explained below) of all the 
individuals in the corresponding nuclear family. Thus, we update Su as 
S11 =]T]TE-fW92)P(92)/(y3|93)f(93|9l,92)/W94)P(94|9l,92)S32S42 
92 93 94 
At this stage, Sn is the conditional probability Î { y 2 , y $ , y \ \ g \ ) .  The value of /(y2,Z/3,!/4|gi) is 
the conditional probability of the phenotypic values of individuals 2, 3 and 4 given the geno­
typic value of 1 in the pedigree shown in Figure 2.3 (a). Note that the edges that contributed to 
updating Su are those that connect the members of nuclear family 1 to other nuclear families. 
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3 4 
(a) 
Figure 2.3 Nuclear families. 
Similarly, S21 is updated as 
S21 =5Z2Z2Z^(^^)^(^)/(^|93)f(93l9l,g2)/(!/4|94)f(g4|9l,92)S32&2 
91 S3 94 
and is the conditional probability /(yt,y3,t/4|g2)- Next, we update S31 as 
S31 = 5^53/(yil9i)P(9i)/(y2|y2)/'(g2)f,(53lsi,g2)/(y4|g4)-P(94l9i, 52)^42 
91 92 94 
which is the joint probability f(yi,y2.,y\,gs). Next, we update S32 as, 
532 = 532323^(^l95)f(a5l93,g4)/(y6|96)f(g6|93,94)/(y4|g4) 
94 9s 96 P(g4, 
which is the conditional probability /(y4,y5,ye|g3) in the pedigree shown in Figure 2.3 (b). 
Note that in these three cases, initial values of edge probabilities were used. 
Next, we update S41 as 
S41 = ^ 2^2^ tf{yi\9i)P{gi)f{y2\92)P(92)f{yz\g3)P{93\9i,92)P(94\g\,92)S^ 
91 92 93 /(1M,!«,96|93) 
In this case, the edge probability S32 was already updated once. Thus, the value of 
S41 = /(yi, y2- ys t y4-, yo, ye ? 94 ) is the joint probability of the genotype of individual 4 and of 
all the phenotypic values connected to 4 through nuclear family 1 in the cut-extended pedigree 
shown in Figure 2.4 (a). 
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Figure 2.4 Cut and extended graphs. 
Next, we update S42 as 
542 = EEE/^lgsJPto^WyelgeJPCgelga^/to) S31, 
93 95 96 /(yi,i/2,!Z4,93) 
Again, in this case we use an edge probability that was already updated, and thus 
S42 = /(yi,3/2,3/3,94-,!/5,y6|g4), which is the conditional probability of all the phenotypic 
values connected to 4 through nuclear family 2 in the cut-extended pedigree shown in Figure 
2.4 (b), given the genotype of individual 4. 
Each subsequent iteration results in further extensions to a cut pedigree. After a sufficient 
number of iterations we sample genotypes as follows from the iteratively peeled pedigree. First 
we sample the genotype of individual 1 from /(gi|y), which is computed using Sn as described 
above. Next, to sample the genotype of 2, we update S21 to reflect the sampled value for the 
genotype of 1 as 
S21 = 5353/(yi|gi)P(g i)/(y3|g3)P(g3lgi,g2)/(y4lg4)P(g4|gi,g2)S32S42 
93 94 
whereg\ is the sampled value for the genotype of 1. Using this updated value for S2i, /(g2|y?gi) 
is computed as 
Hm ly,g.) = 
Z(y2|g2)P(g2)S2i 
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and 92 is sampled. This process is continued until all individuals are sampled. 
We now provide the general expressions for updating edge probabilities in iterative peeling 
and an algorithm for sampling genotypes. The edges between individuals and a nuclear-
family are updated taking advantage of the conditional independence of the offspring given 
their parents. The summations are done for all the individuals in the nuclear family except 
individual j. If individual j is a parent, the factors included in the summation are: the 
penetrance functions of all offspring and spouse of individual j, the transition probabilities 
of all offspring of individual j, the founder probability of the spouse of j (if the spouse of 
individual j is a founder), and all the edges connecting all offspring and spouse of j with 
other nodes. If individual j is an offspring, the factors included in the summation are: the 
penetrance function of all the siblings and parents of individual j, the founder probabilities of 
the parents (if the parents are founders), the transition probabilities of all the offspring in the 
nuclear-family (but the summation is not done for individual j), and the edges connecting all 
the siblings and parents of j with other nodes. 
Let Sj3 be an edge between individual j and nuclear-family node s. If j is a parent in the 
nuclear family, Sjs is computed iteratively as, 
Sjs = R-sp TT [^"1 Pr(9& |9j, 9p)(2.4) 
9P IcGC, 9k 
where p is the other parent in the nuclear family, and Cs is the set of children in nuclear family 
s, 
Rsi = f{yi\9i)P{gi)[ U sZe) (2.5) 
=€E| 
for I = k or p, Ei is the set of edges for individual Z, f{yi\gi) is the penetrance function, P(gi) 
is the founder probability if I is a founder, and P{gi) = 1 if I is not a founder. If j is a child 
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in the nuclear family, Sj3 is computed iteratively as 
Sjs = Pf{9j\9mi9f) ^ ] RsmRaf | | [^ ] Pr(fffc|i7mi 9f)Rak] (2-6) 
9m,9 f kk£' 9k 
where m and / are the parents in the nuclear-family node. These definitions of edge probabil­
ities are equivalent to the definitions of anterior and posterior probabilities used in Fernando 
et al. (1993). For a pedigree without loops, these formulas converge to the exact probabilities. 
All edge probabilities are iteratively updated using (2.4) and (2.6). After a sufficient number 
of iterations, we sample genotypes for all individuals in the pedigree. We start from an arbitrary 
individual and sample its genotype using the marginal probability function 
where the product of Sjs is over all edges for j. Then we sample a neighbor conditional on the 
sampled genotypes as follows. A neighbor is defined as any individual who is also a member 
of any nuclear-family node to which the sampled individual belongs. First, all edges of the 
individual to be sampled are updated to reflect the already sampled genotypes. To update 
edges, we use (2.4) and (2.6), but the summations are only over the unsampled genotypes. 
Now to sample the genotype conditional on the already sampled genotypes we use (2.7) with 
the edges that were updated for the sampled genotypes. After all genotypes are sampled, the 
Metropolis-Hastings step is used to accept or reject those sampled genotypes. 
The Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability (Gilks et al., 1996) is 
\ p.;, 
\ ^\9prev)Ç\9c\9prev) ) 
where IT is the target distribution, q is the proposal distribution, gprev is the accepted draw from 
the previous round, and gc is the sampled candidate from the present round. The candidate 
sample gc is accepted with probability ry. We consider the special case of independence sampling: 
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instead of q{gc\9prev) and q(gprev\9c)< we use q{gc) and q{gprev)- Thus 
,2
-
9) 
The independence sampler can be used here because the proposal distribution is very close to 
the target, and thus the sampler can move far away from the neighborhood of the previous 
sample without increasing the rejection rate. We use the following expression to obtain tt(.) 
on the true pedigree, 
ni n 
*(6) «  JJh ( g j )  [J h { g j \ g f j , g m j )  (2.10) 
j=i j=m+i 
where are the genotypes of the parents of individual j, and mi is the number of founders. 
In this example, 7r(g) is 
7r(g) oc h(gx)h{g2)h(gi,g2,g3)h(gl,g2,g.\)h{g3,g4,g5)h(g3,g4,g6) 
To compute q(.) we multiply the probabilities that were used in the sampling process 
described above. For example, for this pedigree q(g) is 
g(g) = /(gi |y)/(g2 |y, gi ) • • • fige |gi, g2, gs, g\, gs, y) 
2.4 Combining exact and iterative peeling to improve efficiency of the 
sampler 
When exact peeling is used to sample genotypes, the samples are independent and are 
drawn from the joint posterior distribution. Thus, there is no need to use the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm. On the other hand, when iterative peeling is used, the samples are not 
obtained from the joint posterior distribution, and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm has to 
be used to accept the proposal. Although the candidate draws obtained by iterative peeling 
are independent, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm causes the samples to be dependent when 
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candidates are rejected. The resulting loss in efficiency may be minimized by combining exact 
and iterative peeling (Wang et al., 1996). Exact peeling is used as long as the cutset size is 
not too large for efficient computations. Then, iterative peeling is used on the remaining part 
of the pedigree as described below. 
To illustrate how exact peeling is combined with iterative peeling, consider the small pedi­
gree shown in Figure 2.2. We peel individual 5 exactly and apply iterative peeling to the 
remaining part of the pedigree. Peeling individual 5 results in a cutset 05(93,94,96) of size 
three. This cutset is represented by a square in Figure 2.5. After exact peeling has been 
used, the graph contains three types of nodes: individual, nuclear-family, and cutset nodes. 
Further, it contains two types of edges: edges between individuals and nuclear-family nodes 
and between individuals and cutset nodes. 
Figure 2.5 Two-generational pedigree after peeling out individual 5. 
In iterative peeling, both types of edges need to be updated. The edges between individ­
uals and nuclear-family nodes are updated as described in section 2.3. The edges between 
individuals and cutset nodes are updated as 
I Ec, 
<*j 
where the summation is over the genotypes gSl to gSn of the individuals included in cutset c3, 
except for the genotype of individual j, and si, • • • ,s„ are the individuals in cutset c3. 
(2.11) 
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After a sufficient number of iterations, we sample genotypes for all "unpeeled" individuals 
in the pedigree as described in section 2.3. Note that in addition to updating the nuclear-
family nodes, cutset nodes also need to be updated. To update cutset nodes, (2.11) is used, 
but the summation is only over the unsampled genotypes. However, a neighbor of individual 
j is now defined as any individual who is also a member of any node to which the individual 
j belongs. Once genotypes for all "unpeeled" individuals are sampled, we sample genotypes 
of the "peeled" individuals in the inverse order of peeling as in section 2.2. For example, in 
Figure 2.5, iterative peeling is used to sample genotypes of the individuals that were not peeled 
out exactly (individuals 1, 2, 3. 4, and 6). Once these individuals are sampled, the genotype 
for 5 is sampled from f(g$\y, <73,94,9e), which is computed as 
/(Ssly,S3,94,9e) = 
Z95 / (2/5195 )C5 (93,94,96 ) 
2.5 Evaluation of the sampler 
One possible approach to compute genotype probabilities is exact peeling. But, this ap­
proach is extremely inefficient in large pedigrees because peeling must be done for every geno­
type and for every individual. Furthermore, if the pedigree has large and complex loops, exact 
peeling cannot be performed. Iterative peeling can be used to approximate the calculations 
in large pedigrees with complex loops (Fernando et al., 1993; Janss et al., 1995b; Van Aren-
donk et al., 1989; Wang et al., 1996). Thus, approximate probabilities computed by iterative 
peeling were used to compare with the estimates obtained from different versions of the ESIP 
sampler. In one of these samplers, exact peeling is applied to the entire pedigree, and samples 
are obtained directly from the target distribution by reverse peeling. This version is called 
the Direct sampler. Note that, contrary to exact peeling, the Direct sampler is very efficient 
because the entire pedigree is peeled only once, and then genotypes are sampled. However, the 
Direct sampler cannot be used with complex pedigrees, as the cutset sizes become too large 
for efficient computation. Let m be the size of the largest cutset when exact peeling is applied 
to the entire pedigree. When m is too large for exact peeling of the entire pedigree, exact 
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peeling is applied until the cutset size is k (k < m), and then iterative peeling is applied to 
the remainder. This is called the ESEP-fc sampler. Note that ESIP-m is the Direct sampler. 
For the ESIP samplers and iterative peeling we used five iterations to update edges. Results 
from the scalar-Gibbs sampler were also obtained for comparison. 
After convergence is reached, the different versions of ESIP yield samples from the target 
distribution. However, the Direct sampler does not require a burn-in period, and its samples 
are independent; thus the effective chain size (Geyer, 1992) is equal to the actual sample size. 
For ESIP-fc samplers, as k approaches m, the required burn-in period approaches zero, and 
the effective chain size approaches the actual chain size. The ESIP-2 sampler is expected to 
require the longest burn-in period and have the smallest effective chain size. 
2.5.1 Assessing performance of algorithm using a hypothetical pedigree 
To assess the performance of the algorithm, we considered inheritance at a single biallelic 
disease locus in a hypothetical pedigree with loops. The pedigree is shown in Figure 2.6. This 
pedigree consists of two affected and 75 unaffected individuals from four generations. Further, 
each nuclear family has five or more offspring. The assumed gene frequencies were 0.75 for the 
good allele A and 0.25 for the bad allele a. Genotypes were sampled for the 75 individuals 
with missing genotypes using the ESIP-2, ESIP-3, and ESIP-4 =Direct samplers. Genotype 
probabilities were estimated from the samples. Genotype probabilities were also estimated 
using the scalar-Gibbs sampler. 
In this small pedigree we can compute genotype probabilities by exact peeling. These 
exact calculations were verified with the results from the Package for Pedigree Analyses (PAP) 
(Hasstedt, 1994). The probabilities obtained by PAP are considered as the true results. The 
absolute differences between probabilities obtained by our algorithm using exact peeling and 
those from PAP are at most 4.9 x 10-5. These small differences are due to rounding errors. 
Approximate genotype probabilities were also computed by iterative peeling (Fernando 
et al., 1993; Janss et al., 1995b; Van Arendonk et al., 1989; Wang et al., 1996) and are compared 
with PAP results (Table 2.2). For this pedigree, iterative peeling seems to provide a fairly good 
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Figure 2.6 Hypothetical pedigree of 77 individuals. Individuals 36 and 74 
are affected. 
approximation. 
Results from PAP were also compared with estimates from the ESIP-2, ESIP-3, ESIP-
4=Direct, and the scalar-Gibbs samplers (Table 2.3). The length of the chain was 10.000 
including a burn-in period of 5,000 for the ESIP-2, ESIP-3, and one of the scalar-Gibbs sam­
plers. Thus the genotype probabilities were estimated from the second half of the chain. The 
length of the chain for the Direct sampler was 5,000 with no burn-in period. Probabilities 
obtained from ESIP-2, ESIP-3, and Direct samplers are close to those obtained by PAP. How­
ever, the differences between PAP and the ESIP samplers are larger than 4.9 x 10~°. This 
is because in addition to rounding differences, probabilities estimated from samples contain 
sampling errors. The differences due to sampling can be reduced by increasing the length of 
the chain. 
In contrast to the probabilities obtained from the ESIP samplers, those from a scalar-Gibbs 
sampler of the same length are very different from the PAP results (Table 2.3). For the ESIP 
samplers, the mean difference with PAP probabilities is 5.5 x 10-3, and the largest difference 
is 2.5 x 10-2. For scalar-Gibbs, however, the mean difference with PAP probabilities is 0.13, 
and the largest difference is 0.8. 
Genotype probabilities were also obtained using the scalar-Gibbs sampler with longer 
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Table 2.2 Ranges, means, and standard deviations 
(S.D.) of the absolute differences between 
genotype probabilities obtained by the 
program PAP and iterative peeling. 
Range Mean S.D. 
P(AA) 0 to 3.2xl0-2 1.0x10-2 6.7xl0"3 
P(Ao) 0 to 5.1xl0-2 2.3xl0-2 1.7xl0"3 
P{aa) 0 to 4.2x10-2 1.4xlQ-2 1.3xl0"3 
Table 2.3 Ranges, means, and standard deviations 
(S.D.) of the absolute differences between 
genotype probabilities obtained by the pro­
gram PAP and the ESIP-2, ESIP-3, ESIP-4. 
and scalar-Gibbs samplers. 
Comparison Range Mean S.D. 
PAP-ESIP-2^ 
P(AA) 0 to 2.0xl0-2 7.0X10-3 5.2xl0-3 
P(Ao) 0 to 2.9xl0-2 8.2 xlO"3 6.9 xlO'3 
P{aa) 0 to 3.0x10-2 7.0 xlO"3 7.0xl0"3 
PAP-ESIP-3^ 
P(AA) 0 to 2.0x10-2 3.9x 10~3 3.9xl0"3 
P(Ao) 0 to 1.9xl0-2 5.6 xlO"3 3.9 xlO'3 
P{aa) 0 to 1.6x10-2 5.6xl0"3 3.8xl0"3 
PAP-ESIP-4(2) 
P(AA) 0 to 1.3x10-2 3.9 xlO"3 3.2 xlO"3 
P(Ao) 0 to 2.3x10-2 6.9xl0"3 4.9xl0"3 
P(aa) 0 to 1.7x10-2 5.3 xlO"3 3.7 xlO"3 
PAP-Scalar-Gibbs^1 ) 
P(AA) 2.0 xlO"4 to 0.385 0.1159753 0.0936219 
P(Ao) 1.7xl0"3 to 0.714 0.1225597 0.1259900 
P(aa) 2.0X10"4 to 0.801 0.1657766 0.1640349 
PAP-Scalar-Gibbs^ 
P(AA) 0 to 7.9x10-2 2.2xl0-2 1.7x10-2 
P(Aa) 0 to 7.2x10-2 2.0x10-2 1.7x10-2 
P{aa) 0 to 0.1011140 2.2x10-2 1.6x10-2 
(1) Chain length = 10,000 including a burn-in period of 5,000. 
(2) Chain length = 5,000 with no burn-in period. 
(3) Chain length = 235,000 including a burn-in period of 200,000. 
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chains. Even with a chain of 235.000 including a burn-in period of 200,000, the differences 
with PAP probabilities are larger than those for the ESIP samplers (Table 2.3). 
We also compare the performance of the ESIP sampler to scalar-Gibbs by selecting some 
individuals at random and estimating the effective chain size (ECS) (Geyer, 1992). ECS is the 
size of a chain with independent elements that has the same information content as the actual 
chain. 
To estimate ECS, a chain length of 125,000 was obtained for each sampler. ECS was 
estimated for 11 individuals chosen at random using the last 25,000 elements of the chain, i.e., 
ECS was calculated using the elements of the chain after burn-in. The results are shown in 
Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4 Effective Chain Size for three versions of 
the ESIP and scalar-Gibbs samplers. 
Indiv. ESIP-2 ESIP-3 Direct Scalar-Gibbs 
1 11380 22617 24507 129 
2 11222 21579 24008 71 
3 11522 21717 24678 64 
4 11465 21891 24697 209 
5 11796 21987 24067 117 
6 11791 22354 24532 582 
7 12150 22606 25233 227 
8 13597 22716 24148 89 
9 10524 22741 24819 385 
10 11059 22683 23274 129 
11 8313 22728 24857 671 
Here, we observe that there is a large difference in ECS for the ESIP samplers and scalar-
Gibbs; the ESIP samplers result in larger ECS values than the Gibbs sampler. This shows 
that the Gibbs chain is more correlated. Among the three versions of the ESIP sampler, the 
Direct sampler has the largest ECS values. This is expected, because with the Direct sampler, 
elements in the chain are independent. Thus, the ECS value for the Direct sampler should be 
equal to the size of the chain used for estimation. The observed difference is due to sampling. 
ECS values for the ESIP-3 sampler are lower than but quite close to those for the Direct 
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sampler. This indicates that the proposal distribution in ESIP-3 is a good approximation of 
the target distribution. ECS values for the ESIP-2 sampler are much lower than those for the 
Direct and ESIP-3 samplers. This indicates that the proposal distribution in ESIP-2 is not as 
close to the target distribution as it is in ESIP-3. 
2.5.2 Application of the algorithm to a real pedigree 
A pedigree that consists of 3,223 dogs (Labrador Retrievers) from "The Seeing Eye, Inc." 
was used to test the algorithm. The trait of interest for this pedigree is a disease called 
progressive retinal atrophy (PRA). This disease is transmitted by a recessive allele, and the 
dog is affected when it has the recessive homozygous genotype. The gene frequencies reported 
by "The Seeing Eye, Inc." were 0.75 for the good allele A, and 0.25 for the bad allele a. Of 
the 3,223 dogs in the pedigree, the eyes of 1,114 dogs have been tested either by an electro-
retinalgram (ERG) exam at 18 months of age or older, or by an ophthalmic exam at five years 
of age or older. Among the 1,114 tested dogs, 35 have the disease, and thus these 35 dogs 
are known to have the recessive homozygous genotype. For the remaining 1,079 dogs that 
were tested and found not affected, the genotype could be homozygous dominant (noncarriers) 
or heterozygous (carriers). The 2,109 dogs that were not tested could have any of the three 
genotypes. Thus, it is of interest to estimate genotype probabilities to identify dogs that have a 
high risk of transmitting the PRA gene to their offspring, i.e., dogs that have a high probability 
of being either heterozygous or homozygous recessive. 
Exact peeling methods cannot be used for this pedigree because it has 782 loops, and the 
size of the largest cutset is 27 when the peeling order was determined as described in section 
2.2. Thus, the ESIP-7 sampler with a chain length of 125,000 including burn-in period of 
100,000 is used as the standard for comparisons. The results from this sampler are compared 
with those from ESIP-2, ESIP-5, and scalar-Gibbs samplers using the same chain length and 
burn-in period as in the ESIP-7 sampler above. Further, to examine the effect of chain length 
and burn-in period, genotype probabilities were estimated using ESIP-7 with a chain length 
of 25,000 and with no burn-in period (ESIP-7^). Finally, approximate probabilities were also 
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obtained by iterative peeling. 
It is well known that the scalar-Gibbs sampler requires an initial genotypic configuration 
that is consistent with the observed data. To obtain an initial sample for a founder, the 
genotype was sampled conditional on its phenotype, and for a nonfounder, the genotype was 
sampled conditional on its parent genotypes and its phenotype. However, this often resulted 
in inconsistent samples, because the parents are not sampled conditional on their offspring, 
and thus some unaffected parents of affected offspring were not sampled as carriers. Thus, 
the strategy to obtain an initial sample was modified by assigning a heterozygous genotype to 
these parents. 
When the chain length was 125,000, the rejection rates for ESIP-2, ESIP-5, and ESIP-7 
were 55.85%, 29.43%, and 22.84%, respectively. In ESIP-7 more individuals are peeled out 
exactly, and therefore the proposal is closer to the target distribution. This explains why the 
rejection rate is lower for the ESIP-7 sampler. The computing times, for a Pentium Pro 200, 
were 36 h 43 min, 42 h 13 min, and 55 h 40 min for ESIP-2, ESIP-5, and ESIP-7, respectively. 
For each genotype, the range, mean, and standard deviation of the absolute differences of 
genotype probabilities between ESIP-7 and ESIP-2, ESIP-5, and iterative peeling are given 
in Table 2.5. The largest absolute difference in Table 2.5 between the ESIP samplers is 
3.7 x 10-2, thus it is clear that the three ESIP samplers gave similar probabilities. It is more 
efficient time-wise to use the ESIP-2 sampler, but the rejection rate is almost two times larger 
than the rejection rate in ESIP-7. 
In Table 2.5, the approximate probabilities obtained by iterative peeling are also compared 
with those estimated using ESIP-7. Here, the mean absolute difference is 0.004, and the 
largest absolute difference is 0.08. The computing time for iterative peeling was 85 seconds. 
To further examine the accuracy of the iterative peeling probabilities, a histogram of the 
absolute differences between these probabilities and those obtained using ESIP-7 is presented 
in Figure 2.7. 
The histogram shows that the vast majority of the absolute differences are between 0 and 
0.02. These results indicate that iterative peeling is a very good approximation for marginal 
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Table 2.5 Ranges, means, and standard deviations (S.D.) of 
the absolute differences between probabilities ob­
tained by ESIP-7 and ESIP-2, ESIP-5, and iterative 
peeling. 
Comparison Range Mean S.D. 
ESIP-7(l)-ESIP-2(1) 
P(AA) 0 to 3.7x10-2 6.6x10-3 5.7xl0-3 
P(Aa) 0 to 3.7x10-^ 6.8x10-3 5.8x10-3 
P{aa) 0 to 2.4x10-2 1.3x10-3 2.6x10-3 
ESIP-7W-ESIP-5W 
P(AA) 0 to 2.0x10-2 4.1x10-3 3.5x10-3 
P(Ao) 0 to 2.2x10-2 4.1x10-3 3.5x10-3 
P{aa) 0 to 1.4x10-2 9.1x10-* 1.7x10-3 
ESIP-7^1 ' -Iterative peeling 
P(AA) 0 to 7.9xl0-2 6.2xl0-3 9.5x10-3 
P(Ao) 0 to S.OxlO"'2 5.8XIO-3 8.7x10-3 
P(aa) 0 to 4.7x10-2 1.6x10-3 3.9x10-3 
ESIP-7(l,-ESIP-7t(2) 
P(AA) 0 to 2.2xl0-2 4.OXIO-3 3.5x10-3 
P(Afl) 0 to 2.2x10-2 4.1x10-3 3.5x10-3 
P(aa) 0 to 1.5x10-2 8.9xl0-4 1.6x10-3 
ESIP-7( 11 -Scalar-Gibbs'1 ' 
P(AA) 0 to 1 0.2569 0.2218 
P(Ao) 0 to 1 0.2061 0.1885 
P(ao) 0 to 1 0.0663 0.1072 
(1) Chain length = 125,000 including a burn-in period of 100,000. 
(2) Chain length = 25,000 with no burn-in period. 
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Figure 2.7 Histogram of the absolute differences between probabilities ob­
tained using the ESIP-7 sampler and iterative peeling. 
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genotype probabilities. 
The probabilities estimated by the two versions of the ESIP-7 sampler are compared in 
Table 2.5. The means and standard deviations of the absolute differences in this table are very 
similar to those between ESIP-7 and ESIP-5, both with a chain length of 125,000. This shows 
that the ESIP-7^ sampler is as close to ESIP-7 as the ESIP-5 sampler is to ESIP-7. However, 
the computation time for the ESIP-7^ sampler was 9 h 13 min. 
Finally, in Table 2.5, the probabilities estimated by scalar-Gibbs are compared to those 
estimated using ESIP-7. For all three genotypes, the smallest values of the ranges were zero. 
These result from the probabilities of the 35 individuals that were affected and for which the 
genotype could be determined without error from the phenotype. Also, for each genotype, 
the largest values of the ranges were one. This is because for some individuals. ESIP-7 and 
scalar-Gibbs get an estimate of probability one for different genotypes. The mean absolute 
difference between probabilities obtained by scalar-Gibbs and ESIP-7 is 0.156. This is about 
40 times larger than the mean absolute difference between probabilities obtained by iterative 
peeling and ESIP-7 sampler. 
A histogram of these differences is presented in Figure 2.8. It is clear that the results 
obtained by the scalar-Gibbs sampler are very different from those obtained by the ESIP-7, 
which gave results that are in very good agreement with those from the other samplers and 
iterative peeling. This lack of agreement between the results from the scalar-Gibbs sampler 
and those from the other approaches may be due to failure of the scalar-Gibbs to converge 
or due to slow mixing after convergence. To examine if mixing was slow, the effective chain 
size (ECS) was computed for six individuals using the last 25,000 elements of the chain for 
the scalar-Gibbs sampler and the first 25,000 elements of the chain for the ESIP-& samplers 
(Table 2.6). ECS was much larger for scalar-Gibbs than for the ESIP-fc samplers. Although 
this seems to indicate that mixing was not a problem, the genotype probabilities estimated 
from the sample of genotypes obtained by scalar-Gibbs greatly differ from those obtained by 
iterative peeling and the ESIP sampler. This indicates that the sample obtained from scalar-
Gibbs was not representative of the posterior distribution of the genotypes. This shows that 
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Figure 2.8 Histogram of the absolute differences between probabilities ob­
tained using the ESIP-7 and scalar-Gibbs samplers. 
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Table 2.6 Effective chain size for different versions of the ESIP sampler 
and scalar-Gibbs sampler. 
Indiv. ESIP-2 ESIP-5 ESIP-7 ESIP-8 ESIP-9 Scalar-Gibbs 
1 2645 10048 10571 13918 12718 24548 
2 4319 10422 13035 13434 13213 24525 
3 3068 9954 14417 13882 13185 24915 
4 3554 9367 12380 14218 11358 24842 
5 1447 5882 7379 11722 12336 24647 
6 4640 12129 13667 14172 14114 24518 
it is possible to have a large value for ECS without the chain yielding a representative sample 
from the target distribution. The above can happen when the chain moves freely among the 
sampled genotypes but stays within a local area of the target distribution. 
It is easy to construct a pedigree where the above can be observed. For example, consider 
the following pedigree consisting of one big nuclear family with 35 offspring. The genotype 
for 34 of the offspring is known: 17 are heterozygous (Aa) and 17 are homozygous (AA). The 
genotype for the parents and one offspring is unknown. It is assumed that the frequency of 
allele A is 0.75. Scalar-Gibbs and ESIP samplers were used to sample the missing genotypes. 
ECS was computed based on a chain length of 10,000 for both samplers. For the ESIP sampler, 
ECS values were 9,893 and 9,934 for the parents, and it was 9,934 for the offspring. For scalar-
Gibbs, ECS values were not defined for the parents, because in all samples the genotypes 
for the parents were AA and Aa. However, the ECS value for the offspring was 9,998. The 
marginal posterior genotype probabilities for the three individuals with missing genotypes are 
presented in Table 2.7. From this table it is clear that scalar-Gibbs sampler did not yield 
a representative sample from the target distribution, even though the ECS was large for the 
offspring. 
2.6 Computing time of the ESIP sampler 
The computing time of the ESIP sampler can be split into two components: the time 
involved in peeling and the time involved in sampling. Peeling time increases exponentially 
with cutset size k, but because peeling is done only once, for small values of fc, the time for 
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Table 2.7 Marginal posterior probabilities of 
missing genotypes in a large nuclear 
family. 
Individual Method AA Aa aa 
Parent 1 Exact'1' 0.5 0.5 0 
ESIP'2) 0.4931 0.5069 0 
Scalar-Gibbs'2) 1 0 0 
Parent 2 Exact'1) 0.5 0.5 0 
ESIP'2' 0.5069 0.4931 0 
Scalar-Gibbs'2) 0 1 0 
Offspring Exact'1) 0.5 0.5 0 
ESIP'2) 0.4957 0.5043 0 
Scalar-Gibbs'2) 0.4856 0.5144 0 
(1) Probabilities calculated by peeling. 
(2) Chain length = 10,000 
peeling is negligible compared with the time for obtaining many samples. As explained below, 
sampling genotypes of individuals that were itérâtively peeled may be more time consuming 
than sampling genotypes of individuals that were exactly peeled. Before sampling genotypes 
of an individual that was iteratively peeled, all its edges must be updated to reflect the already 
sampled individuals. Some of these edges may be between the individual and cutset nodes of 
high dimension. Updating these edges can be very time consuming if only a few individuals in 
the cutset have been sampled. This updating step is not present when sampling genotypes of 
individuals that were peeled exactly. 
To illustrate these concepts, computing times were recorded. The computing times for the 
hypothetical pedigree were 7, 6 and 1 second for the ESIP-2, ESIP-3, and ESIP-4 samplers, 
respectively. In all cases the chain length was 2,000. Thus, it is evident that the computing 
time is minimum when the entire pedigree is exactly peeled (Direct samp!er=ESIP-4), and 
therefore sampling is efficient. 
Computing times for the dog pedigree using different cutset sizes are presented in Table 2.8. 
The chain length in this case was 100. Table 2.8 shows that computing times do not differ 
from the ESIP-2 sampler to the ESIP-7 sampler, but for k > 7 the computing time increases 
rapidly. With k = 9, 59 individuals were peeled iteratively. In sampling the genotypes of these 
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Table 2.8 Exact peeling and sampling times for the dog pedigree 
using different cutset sizes (chain length = 100). 
Cutset size Peeling time (s) Sampling time (s) Total 
ESIP-2 3 36 39 
ESIP-3 3 36 39 
ESIP-4 3 33 36 
ESIP-5 4 34 38 
ESIP-6 5 38 43 
ESIP-7 9 48 57 
ESIP-8 34 106 140 
ESIP-9 70 203 273 
59 individuals some edges connected to cutsets of high dimension are updated. Therefore, 
sampling genotypes of these individuals is time consuming. For this pedigree, if m had been 
nine, the computing time would have been dramatically reduced. 
2.7 Summary and Conclusions 
The scalar-Gibbs sampler is known to have slow mixing when the pedigree contains large 
progeny groups, and it may not be irreducible when sampling genotypes at marker loci with 
more than two alleles (Sheehan, 1990; Thomas and Cortessis, 1992). Blocking Gibbs has been 
proposed to solve the problem of slow mixing and reduce the problem of reducibility (Janss 
et al., 1995). As will be shown in a subsequent paper, the ESIP sampler is guaranteed to 
produce an irreducible chain. This paper gives a detailed description of this sampler. 
A small hypothetical pedigree was used to validate the ESIP-fc sampler. For this pedigree, 
exact probabilities were obtained by peeling and compared with those estimated by the ESIP-
fc samplers. The comparisons indicate that probabilities estimated by the ESIP-fc samplers 
(fc = 2,3,4) using a chain length of 10,000, including a burn-in of 5,000, were accurate. Also, 
we observe that increasing cutset size fc dramatically increased the ECS. For this small pedigree 
the computing time was optimal for the ESIP-4=Direct sampler. Thus, considering both ECS 
and computing time, the most efficient sampler was the Direct sampler, i.e., when the samples 
were obtained directly from the joint posterior distribution. 
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A real pedigree was also used to test the algorithm. Estimates of the genotype proba­
bilities obtained from different ESIP-fc samplers were very similar. Also, genotype probabil­
ities computed by iterative peeling were similar to those estimates obtained by the ESIP-fc 
samplers, indicating that iterative peeling provides a very good approximation for marginal 
genotype probabilities. On the other hand, estimates of genotype probabilities obtained by 
the scalar-Gibbs sampler were very different from those estimated by the ESIP-fc samplers and 
probabilities computed by iterative peeling. Thus, we conclude that the scalar-Gibbs sampler 
failed to converge. 
For the ESIP-fc samplers, as expected, computing time increased exponentially with cutset 
size and so did ECS. However, for ESIP-fc samplers with fc < 7 the computing time was about 
the same. Thus, for the dog pedigree we found that the ESIP-7 sampler was most efficient, 
because with fc = 7, the ECS per unit of time was maximum. 
In conclusion, the ESIP sampler described in this paper can be used to sample genotypes 
from complex pedigrees where the scalar-Gibbs sampler has very poor mixing. These samples 
can be used to estimate genotype probabilities, however the approximate probabilities from 
iterative peeling seem to be equally accurate. Furthermore, genotype samples can be used 
to overcome the computational problems in extended models, where in addition to the effect 
of the "major" locus, the model includes non-genetic fixed and random effects, and random 
polygenic effects. In these extended models, in addition to samples of genotypes at the major 
locus, samples are also needed for the other fixed and random effects in the model. Using 
the scalar-Gibbs to obtain these samples may also result in poor mixing. Fortunately, Garcia-
Cortés and Sorensen (1996) have described an efficient method to jointly sample the random 
and fixed effects in a linear model. 
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CHAPTER 3. DETERMINING PEELING ORDER USING SPARSE 
MATRIX ALGORITHMS 
A technical note submitted to Journal of Dairy Science 
Soledad A. Fernandez and Rohan L. Fernando 
Abstract 
To study the effect of individual genes by segregation or linkage analyses, the likelihood 
of the model needs to be evaluated. The likelihood can be computed efficiently using the 
Elston-Stewart algorithm (Elston and Stewart, 1971). This algorithm involves summing over 
the unobserved genotypes in the pedigree, which is called peeling. An important aspect of this 
algorithm is to determine the order of peeling to maximize efficiency. This paper shows how 
determining peeling order is related to a problem in solving systems of symmetric sparse linear 
equations. It also shows how algorithms developed to efficiently solve those systems, can be 
used to determine the optimal order of peeling in the Elston-Stewart algorithm. 
3.1 Introduction 
For monogenic traits such as some genetic abnormalities (e.g. uridine-5'-monophosphate 
UMP synthase in dairy cattle), likelihood-based segregation analysis (ISA) can be used to 
make inferences from extended pedigrees on the mode of inheritance and allele frequencies 
(Elston and Stewart, 1971). Computing the likelihood for extended pedigrees involves peeling 
(Elston and Stewart, 1971; Cannings et al., 1978). Further, for recessive disease traits, it is 
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important to know which individuals in a population are probable carriers of a deleterious 
allele. Computing these probabilities for an extended pedigree also involves peeling (Fernando 
et al., 1993). 
For polygenic traits, until recently, most genetic analyses ignored the effects of individual 
genes. However, with the advances that have been made in molecular genetics, it is now 
recognized that some genes can have large effects (Beever et al., 1990; Rothschild et al., 1996). 
LSA can be used to determine if some of the loci contributing to the genetic variability of a 
polygenic trait have large effects (Elston et al., 1975; Janss and W., 997a,b; Fernando et al., 
1998). Further, allele frequencies for these loci can also be estimated by LSA. If loci with large 
effects do exist, their location can be estimated using marker and trait data by likelihood-based 
combined segregation and linkage analyses (Weller et al., 1988; Strieker et al., 1995). These 
analyses also require peeling. 
The Elston-Stewart algorithm (Elston and Stewart, 1971), which was the first implemen­
tation of peeling, provided an efficient method to compute the likelihood for monogenic traits 
in pedigrees where in each nuclear family one of the parents is a founder. Extensions of this 
algorithm have been developed to compute the likelihood for monogenic traits in pedigrees 
with simple loops (Cannings et al., 1978; Lange and Boehnke, 1983; Lange and Elston, 1975; 
Thomas, 1986a,b). When pedigrees have complex loops, the likelihood functions must be ap­
proximated by cutting the loops (Strieker et al., 1995) or by by cutting loops and extending 
the pedigree at the cuts (Wang et al., 1996). Further, when the trait is controlled by a major 
locus and several other loci with small effects, exact calculation of the likelihood by peeling is 
not feasible (els, 1990; Bonney, 1992). Thus, several approximations have been used (Bonney, 
1992; Fernando et al., 1994; Hasstedt, 1982, 1991). 
More recently, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have been proposed to over­
come these limitations (Thomas and Cortessis, 1992; Janss et al., 1995). This approach involves 
sampling the unobserved genotypes at the marker and trait loci. The scalar Gibbs sampler 
provides the easiest method to sample genotypes, where each genotype of an individual is 
sampled conditional on the genotypes of all the remaining pedigree members. When using the 
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scalar Gibbs sampler, however, adjacent samples tend to be highly correlated (poor mixing) 
due to dependence between genotypes of parents and progeny (Janss et al., 1995). Further, the 
scalar-Gibbs chains may not be irreducible when sampling genotypes at marker loci with more 
than two alleles (Thomas and Cortessis, 1992; Sheehan and Thomas, 1993). A chain is said to 
be irreducible if the probability is nonzero for moving between any two points in the state space 
in a finite number of steps. Blocking Gibbs was proposed to overcome the mixing problem of 
the scalar Gibbs sampler (Janss et al., 1995; Jensen et al., 1995). Although, blocking Gibbs 
improves mixing, it does not guarantee that the resulting chain is irreducible. To overcome 
the irreducibility problem, it has been proposed to sample genotypes jointly from the entire 
pedigree (Heath, 1997; Fernandez et al., 1999). This approach was implemented by combining 
Elston-Stewart algorithm and iterative peeling (Fernandez et al., 2001). This sampler is called 
the ESIP because it combines the Elston-Stewart algorithm with iterative peeling. It has been 
shown that ESIP results in an irreducible and aperiodic chain even when sampling genotypes 
at a marker locus with more than two alleles (see Chapter 4). 
Peeling is an integral part of both the approximate and the MCMC approaches to segre­
gation and linkage analyses. In computing the likelihood by peeling, it is first expressed as 
the joint probability of the genotypes and phenotypes. Then, this joint probability is summed 
over the unobserved genotypes. Suppose each individual can have one of k possible genotypes. 
Then the summation would be over a total of kn genotypes, where n is the number of individ­
uals with unobserved genotypes. The Elston-Stewart algorithm provides an efficient method 
for performing these summations, where the summations for each individual are undertaken 
sequentially. Once the summations are completed for an individual, the likelihood becomes free 
of the genotypes of this individual. This process of eliminating individuals from the likelihood 
is called peeling. The efficiency of this algorithm depends on the order in which the genotypes 
are peeled. Thus, an important aspect of the algorithms that involve peeling is to determine 
the order in which individuals are peeled. A similar problem has been addressed in solving 
systems of symmetric sparse linear equations. When Cholesky decomposition, for example, 
is used to transform the equations to a lower triangular system, some coefficients that were 
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initially zero become non-zero. The number of non-zero elements that are generated depends 
on how the equations are ordered. Much research has been undertaken to address this problem, 
and sophisticated algorithms have been developed for ordering the equations to minimize the 
number of non-zero elements generated in transforming equations to lower triangular form. 
The objectives of this paper are to: a) show the relationship between peeling genotypes at 
a trait locus and Cholesky decomposition; and b) show how any algorithm that can determine 
the optimal order of equations in a symmetric-sparse system can also be used to determine the 
peeling order. A detailed example is used to illustrate the concepts underlying the proposed 
approach. 
Here, we briefly describe peeling and show that the efficiency of computing the likelihood 
depends on the order of peeling. 
3.2 Elston-Stewart Algorithm 
Figure 3.1 Simple three-generational pedigree with loop 
For the pedigree given in Figure 3.1 the likelihood can be written as 
L oc ][25I---^M3i)MS2)M03)MS6)M5ir92.9.t)/i5(gi,92,95)^7(93,94,9?) x 
9i 9 2 99 
/l8(95,96,98)M97,98,99), (3.1) 
where /i,(9i) = Pt(gi)f{yi\gi).  f{yi\gi) is the conditional density of phenotype y, given geno­
type gt, P(gi) is the marginal probability that an individual has genotype /ii(9m,9/,9i) = 
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P (9i\9m, 9f) f { y i \9i) ,  9m and g/ are the genotypes for the mother and father of individual t, and 
Pi(9i\9m,9f) is the probability that an individual has genotype g, given parental genotypes gm 
a n d  g f .  
Suppose each g, can take on one of three values (AA, Aa and aa). Then L as given by 
[3.1] is the sum of 39 terms, and the number of computations is exponential in the number 
of individuals in the expression. Thus, computing the likelihood as given by [3.1] is feasible 
only for small pedigrees. The Elston-Stewart algorithm (Elston and Stewart, 1971), however, 
provides an efficient method to compute [3.1] for pedigrees without loops, and generalizations 
of this algorithm (Lange and Elston, 1975; Cannings et al., 1978: Lange and Boehnke, 1983) 
provide strategies to compute the likelihood efficiently for general pedigrees with simple loops. 
The Elston-Stewart algorithm can be thought of as providing an efficient reordering of the 
additions and multiplications in computing the likelihood. For example, L in [3.1] can be 
rearranged as 
L  oc 53 hi( g i )  5^/12(92) 5^/13(93) 5^/14(91,92,94) 5^/15(91,92,9s) 53 M») x 
91 92 93 94 9s 96 
53 h?(93,94,97) 53 hs fc5' 96»98) 53 ,98,99). (3.2) 
97 98 99 
Note that [3.2] is identical in value to [3.1] but is computationally more efficient. For example, 
consider the summation over 99. In [3.1] this summation is done over all combinations of values 
of 91, 92, 93, 94, 95,96, 97 and g8. However, the only function involving g9, is A(g?, 93,99), which 
depends only on the genotypes of two other individuals: 57 and gg. In [3.2], the summation over 
99 is done only for all combinations of values of <77 and gg. The results from these summations 
are stored in a two-dimensional table called a cutset: 
eg (97,9a) = 53^^7,98,99), 
99 
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and the likelihood becomes 
L oc 53 h 1(91) 53 fofa) 53/l31tos) 51 ^4(91,92,94) 53M9i,92,95)53 /ts(96) x 
91 92 93 94 95 96 
53 ^7(93' 94,97) 53 , 96,98)cg(97,98). (3-3) 
97 98 
Now the likelihood is free of <79. After summing out <79, we sum out and so on. In general, 
the results from summing over the genotypes of an individual are stored in a multidimensional 
cutset. Computing L sequentially as described above is referred to as peeling. 
Now, consider peeling 4 instead of 9 as the first step. The functions involving 4 are 
^4(91,92,94) and ^7(93,94.97)- When 4 is peeled, summing over <74 is done for all combi­
nations of 91,92,93 and gj. This results in cutset 
C4(9t,92,93,97) = y>4(9i,92,94)M93,94,97), 
94 
which has dimension four. The likelihood now becomes 
l oc 53 ^(9i) 53 ^ 2) 53 ^(93)53^ 9i,92,95) 53 ^(96) 53^ 9i,92,93,97)x 
91 92 93 95 96 97 
53^8(#,96,98) 53^(97,98,99). (3.4) 
98 99 
Computing 04(91,92,93,97) has higher storage and computational requirements than comput­
ing 09(97,93). Thus, for the first step, peeling 9 is more efficient than peeling 4 because it 
involves less computation. Although maximizing the efficiency at each step generally leads to 
a relatively efficient peeling order, it is not guaranteed to produce the most efficient order of 
peeling. As shown below, determining an optimal peeling order is related to determining an 
optimum ordering of equations for Cholesky decomposition. Thus, algorithms used for order­
ing equations for Cholesky decomposition can be used for determining an optimum peeling 
order. 
To show the relationship between peeling and the Cholesky decomposition, it is convenient 
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to represent the likelihood for a pedigree of n individuals using a symmetric nxn matrix M. In 
this matrix, the ith row and column correspond to the ith pedigree member. For each member 
i, the diagonal element ma is set to a non-zero value, and if the genotypes of i and j occur 
together in any function hk or cutset q, then elements my and are also set to a non-zero 
value. All remaining elements are set to zero. In the following development, individuals i and 
j are referred to as neighbors if m^ is non-zero. The matrix M for the pedigree in Figure 3.1 
is given in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 The matrix M for the pedigree 
given in Figure 3.1. A non-zero 
TTlij  is indicated by an X  in
tion ij 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 X  X  0 X  X  0 0 0 0 
2 X  X  0 X  X  0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 X  X  0 0 X  0 0 
4 X  X  X  X  0 0 X  0 0 
5 X  X  0 0 X  X  0 X  0 
6 0 0 0 0 X  X  0 X  0 
7 0 0 X  X  0 0 X  X  X  
8 0 0 0 0 X  X  X  X  X  
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 X  X  X  
In general, peeling individual i involves summing over g, for the product of all hk and q 
that contain g,. This summation is done for all combinations of the other genotypes in the 
product. Thus, cutset q generated when individual i is peeled, will include the genotypes of 
all its neighbors. For example, consider peeling individual 1. From the likelihood expression 
[3.1], gi occurs together with g% and g\ in h\ and together with g? and gs in /15. Thus, the 
neighbors of 1 are 2, 4 and 5. In computing cutset ci, the summation over gi is done for all 
the combinations of g%, g\ and gs for the product of /14 and Z15. Thus, the cutset is a function 
of ga, 94 and gs, and its dimension is three. 
Before any individuals are peeled, in the matrix M, the neighbors of 1 are represented 
by non-zero values for m^,m^, and m^ and their symmetric counterparts. Therefore, the 
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genotypes to include in cutset c\ can be obtained from the positions of the non-zero elements 
in column 1 of matrix M. 
After peeling 1, the likelihood can be written as 
L « ^Th2{g2) 52 *3(93) 52 (#,94, #) 52 w#) 52 M93.94.97) 52 M95.96.98) x 
92 93 94 95 96 97 9s 
52 W97,98,99)(3.5) 
99 
Note that in the above expression, 2, 4 and 5 are neighbors of each other because their genotypes 
are in ci. However, 4 and 5 were not neighbors before 1 was peeled. In general, when individual 
i is peeled, all its neighbors also become neighbors of each other. In the matrix representation of 
the likelihood for a pedigree, when individual t is peeled then column and row i are eliminated 
from the matrix M. Further, for every j and k that were neighbors of i, if element = 0 
it gets a non-zero value. Now j and k are neighbors of each other. Hence, in the matrix 
representation of the likelihood expression [3.5], 77145 and 77154 are non-zero. The matrix M 
after peeling individual 1 is given in Table 3.2. 
Consider peeling individual 4 instead of 1 in the first step. From Table 3.1, the neighbors of 
4 are 1, 2, 3, and 7. Thus, the four-dimensional cutset 04(91,92.93.97) includes the genotypes 
of 1, 2, 3, and 7, and they become neighbors of each other. 
Note that in Table 3.1, elements 77112,77137 and their symmetric counterparts were already 
non-zero, and after peeling 4, elements 77113,77123,77117 and 77127 and their symmetric counter­
parts also become non-zero. The likelihood after peeling 4 is given by expression [3.4]. The 
matrix M after peeling 4 is given in Table 3.3. 
The efficiency of peeling depends on the dimension of the cutsets that are generated during 
peeling because summations over genotypes of the peeled individual must be done for all 
combinations of genotypes of individuals included in the cutset. To maximize efficiency of 
peeling, a peeling order that minimizes the dimension of cutsets needs to be determined. The 
dimension of cutset c, that is generated in peeling i is equal to the number of neighbors of i. 
We now show that peeling is related to Cholesky decomposition. 
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Table 3.2 The matrix M for the likelihood 
expression in [3.5], after peeling 
individual 1. The non-zero el­
ements generated as a result of 
peeling are indicated by u. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
2 X 0 X X 0 0 0 0 
3 0 X X 0 0 X 0 0 
4 X X X u 0 X 0 0 
5 X 0 u X X 0 X 0 
6 0 0 0 X X 0 X 0 
7 0 X X 0 0 X X X 
8 0 0 0 X X X X X 
9 0 0 0 0 0 X X X 
3.3 Relationship between Peeling and Cholesky Decomposition 
We first show how non-zero elements are generated in the Cholesky decomposition of a 
matrix. Cholesky decomposition of a matrix M can be done in n steps. Step i involves the 
following calculations: 
a) mu := y/mu 
b) For j = i + 1, • • • , n, m,* := mji/mu 
c) For j = i + 1. • • • , n and fc = j, • • • , n, rrijk '•= m_,* — . 
Note that calculations in (a) and (b) do not generate non-zero values; therefore we only need 
to consider how calculations in (c) generate non-zeros. In (c) for every j and fc for which 
# 0 if element mjk = 0 it gets a non-zero value. Note that this is identical to how 
non-zeros are generated in peeling i, where for every j and fc that were neighbors of i (i.e., 
mkimji ^ 0), if element is zero it becomes non-zero; therefore j and fc are neighbors. 
In the Cholesky decomposition of a system of sparse linear equations, it is important to 
determine an optimal ordering of equations that minimizes the number of non-zeros that are 
generated. The number of non-zeros generated in step i depends on the number of neighbors 
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Table 3.3 The matrix M for the likelihood 
expression in [3.4], after peeling 
individual 4. The non-zero ele­
ments that were generated as a re­
sult of peeling are indicated by u. 
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 
1 x X  u X  0  u 0  0  
2 X  X  u X  0  u 0  0  
3 u u X  0  0  X  0  0  
5 X  X  0  X  X  0  X  0  
6 0  0  0  X  X  0  X  0  
7 u u X  0  0  X  X  X  
8 0  0  0  X  X  X  X  X  
9 0  0  0  0  0  X  X  X  
of i. If an optimal ordering of equations is used, at step i the number of neighbors is minimized 
for i. Thus, the optimization problem here is identical to the optimization problem in peeling. 
3.4 Determining Peeling Order Using a Sparse Matrix Algorithm 
The most important step to determine an optimal peeling order by using a sparse matrix 
algorithm is to generate a matrix M that represents the pedigree. This can be done by starting 
with a list of pedigree members and their parents. For the pedigree given in Figure 3.1, such 
a list is presented in Table 3.4. 
The following steps are used to construct the n x n matrix M from the list of n pedigree 
members and their parents. 
1. Set all elements of M to zero. 
2. For each individual i: 
(a) put any non-zero value in the diagonal element m,,-. 
(b) if parents j and k of i are pedigree members, then any non-zero value is put in 
p o s i t i o n s  i j ,  j i ,  i k ,  k i ,  j k  a n d  k j .  
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Table 3.4 List of pedigree members and 
their parents for the pedigree in 
Figure 3.1 
Individual Mother Father 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 
3 0 0 
4 1 2 
5 1 2 
6 0 0 
7 3 4 
8 5 6 
9 7 8 
The matrix M for the list in Table 3.4 is given in Table 3.1. Once the matrix is completed, 
an optimal peeling order can be obtained using any sparse matrix method that can determine 
an optimal ordering of equations for Cholesky decomposition. One such method is the "min­
imum degree" algorithm (George and Liu, 1981). In this algorithm at step i of the Cholesky 
decomposition, the equation with the smallest number of neighbors is chosen as equation i + 1. 
The choice between equations with the same number of neighbors is at random. A program, 
Peelorder, that uses the minimum degree algorithm to determine an optimal peeling order is 
available from the authors. In this program, an individual with the smallest number of neigh­
bors is chosen for peeling using the current M matrix. In addition to giving the peeling order, 
this program gives a list of the individuals whose genotypes are in each cutset that is created. 
The peeling order obtained using the minimum degree algorithm is identical to that obtained 
using the greedy algorithm (Lange and Boehnke, 1983). 
3.4.1 Example 
For the pedigree shown in Figure 3.1, the matrix representation is given in Table 3.1. In 
this matrix, individuals 3, 6 and 9 have only two neighbors; all other individuals have more 
than two neighbors. Thus. 3 is arbitrarily chosen to be peeled out first. Its neighbors are 4 and 
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7, and therefore the cutset 03(94,97) generated after peeling 3 has dimension two. Individuals 
4 and 7 are already neighbors of each other, and no non-zero values are generated when peeling 
3. The matrix M after peeling 3 is given in Table 3.5. 
In this matrix, individuals 6 and 9 have two neighbors. Thus, 6 is arbitrarily chosen to 
be peeled out next. Its neighbors are 5 and 8, and the cutset generated is denoted 05(95,gg)-
Individuals 5 and 8 are already neighbors of each other, and thus no non-zero values are 
generated in peeling 6. The matrix M after peeling 6 is given in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.5 The matrix M after 
peeling individual 3. 
1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 x X  X  X  0  0  0  0  
2  X  X  X  X  0  0  0  0  
4 X  X  X  0  0  X  0  0  
5 X  X  0  X  X  0  X  0  
6 0  0  0  X  X  0  X  0  
7 0  0  X  0  0  X  X  X  
8 0  0  0  X  X  X  X  X  
9 0  0  0  0  0  X  X  X  
In this matrix, individual 9 has the least number of neighbors, and is peeled next. Its 
neighbors are 7 and 8. Thus, the cutset generated is 09(97,93). Individuals 7 and 8 are already 
neighbors of each other, and no non-zero values are generated in peeling 9. The matrix M 
after peeling 9 is given in Table 3.7(a). 
In this matrix, individuals 7 and 8 have two neighbors. Thus, 7 is arbitrarily chosen to be 
peeled next. Its neighbors are 4 and 8. The cutset generated is 07(94,99). Individuals 4 and 8 
are not neighbors of each other, thus non-zero values are generated in the positions 7714g and 
77184- The matrix M after peeling 7 is given in Table 3.7(b). 
In the matrix shown in Table 3.7(b), individual 8 has the least number of neighbors. Thus, 
8 is peeled next. Its neighbors are 4 and 5. The cutset generated is 03(94,95). Individuals 4 
and 5 are not neighbors of each other, thus non-zero values are generated in the positions 77145 
and 77154. The matrix M after peeling 8 is given in Table 3.8(a). 
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Table 3.6 The matrix M after 
peeling individual 6. 
1  2 4 5 7 8 9 
1  X  X  X  X  0  0  0  
2 X  X  X  X  0  0  0  
4 X  X  X  0  X  0  0  
5 X  X  0  X  0  X  0  
7 0  0  X  0  X  X  X  
8 0  0  0  X  X  X  X  
9 0  0  0  0  X  X  X  
Table 3.7 Matrices after peeling: (a) individual 9, and (b) indi­
vidual 7. The non-zero elements that were generated 
as a result of peeling are indicated by u. 
1 2 4 5 7 8 
1 X  X  X  X  0 0 
2 X  X  X  X  0 0 
4 X  X  X  0 X  0 
5 X  X  0 X  0 X  
7 0 0 X  0 X  X  
8 0 0 0 X  X  X  
(a) 
1  2 4 5 8 
1  X  X  X  X  0 
2 X  X  X  X  0 
4 X  X  X  0 u 
5 X  X  0 X  X  
8 0 0 u X  X  
(b) 
In this matrix, individuals 1,2,4 and 5 have three neighbors. Thus, 2 is arbitrarily chosen to 
be peeled next. Its neighbors are 1, 4 and 5. The cutset generated is 02(91,94,95). Individuals 
1, 4 and 5 are already neighbors of each other, and no non-zero values are generated in peeling 
2. The matrix M after peeling 2 is given in Table 3.8(b). 
In this matrix, individuals 1, 4 and 5 have two neighbors. Thus, 4 is arbitrarily chosen to 
be peeled next. Its neighbors are 1 and 5. The cutset generated is 04(91,95). Individuals 1 and 
5 are already neighbors of each other, and thus no non-zero values are generated. The matrix 
M after peeling 4 is given in Table 3.9(a). 
In this matrix, individuals 1 and 5 have one neighbor. Thus, 5 is arbitrarily chosen to be 
peeled next. Its only neighbor is 1. Thus, the cutset generated is 05(91). The matrix M after 
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Table 3.8 Matrices after peeling: (a) individual 8, and (b) indi­
vidual 2. The non-zero elements that were generated 
as a result of peeling are indicated by u. 
1 2  4 5 
1  X  X  X  x 
2 X  X  X  X  
4 X  X  X  u 
5 X  X  U  X  
(a) 
1 4 5 
1 X X X  
4 X  X  u 
5 X  u X  
(b) 
Table 3.9 Matrices after peeling: (a) individual 4, and (b) indi­
vidual 5. 
1_ 
1 x 
(b) 
1 5 
1 X  X  
5 X  X  
(a) 
peeling 5 is given in Table 3.9(b). 
The list of the cutsets generated in the previously discussed peeling process is given in 
Table 3.10. The largest cutset is 02(91,94,95), and it has dimension three. 
Suppose that the non-optimal peeling order 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 6, 3. 2. 1 is used. Then, the largest 
cutset has dimension five. The list of cutsets generated using this order is given in Table 3.11. 
3.5 Summary and Conclusions 
The order of peeling is critical when the Elston-Stewart algorithm is used to evaluate the 
likelihood function. We have shown that the problem of determining an optimal peeling order 
for a trait locus is related to a problem in solving systems of symmetric sparse linear equations. 
Thus, algorithms developed to solve those systems can be used to determine the optimal order 
of peeling in the Elston-Stewart algorithm. However, it must be recognized that the matrices 
that correspond to pedigrees have a special structure because, for example, each individual 
can have only two parents. Thus, knowledge of this structure may be useful to improve the 
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Table 3.10 An optimal peeling order and the cutsets gener­
ated during peeling. 
Individual peeled Cutset created 
3 03(94,97) 
6 65(95,93) 
9 69(97,9s) 
7 67(94,9$) 
8 63(94,95) 
2 62(91,94,95) 
4 64(91,95) 
5 65(91) 
Table 3.11 A non-optimal peeling order and the cutsets gen­
erated during peeling. 
Individual peeled Cutset created 
4 64(91,92,93,97) 
5 6Ô(9I>92,96,98) 
7 67(91,92,93,98,99) 
8 es(9t,92,93,96,99) 
9 69(91,92,93,95) 
6 65(91,92,93) 
3 63(91,92) 
2 62(91) 
efficiency of algorithms designed for general matrices. 
For marker loci only some individuals have unobserved genotypes. Thus, in computing the 
likelihood, the summation is undertaken only for individuals with unobserved genotypes. Fur­
ther, individuals with observed genotypes may constrain the possible genotypes for individuals 
with unobserved genotypes. This idea is used in genotype elimination algorithms to reduce the 
number of possible genotypes that an individual can have. Thus, after genotype elimination, 
cutsets of the same dimension can have different numbers of elements (genotype combinations). 
It is even possible that in comparing two cutsets, the one with the lower dimension has more 
elements than the other. Therefore, to maximize efficiency of peeling, a peeling order needs to 
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be determined that minimizes the number of elements in the cutset. Although, this problem 
is not exactly the same as that of reducing the number of non-zeros generated in Cholesky 
decomposition, due to the similarity between the problems, studying the principles underly­
ing the algorithms to determine the order of elimination of sparse matrices may be useful in 
developing algorithms to determine an efficient peeling order for marker loci. 
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CHAPTER 4. SAMPLING MARKER GENOTYPES IN LARGE 
PEDIGREES WITH LOOPS USING ESIP 
A paper submitted to Genetic Selection Evolution 
Soledad A. Fernandez, Rohan L. Fernando, Bernt Guldbrandtsen, Christian Strieker, 
Matthias Schelling and Alicia L. Carriquiry 
Abstract 
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have been proposed to overcome computa­
tional problems in linkage and segregation analyses. This approach involves sampling genotypes 
at the marker and trait loci. Among MCMC methods, scalar-Gibbs is the easiest to imple­
ment, and it is the most widely used method in genetics. However, the Markov chain that 
corresponds to scalar-Gibbs may not be irreducible when the marker locus has more than two 
alleles, and even when the chain is irreducible, mixing has been observed to be slow. Joint 
sampling of genotypes has been proposed as a strategy to overcome these problems. An al­
gorithm that combines the Elston-Stewart algorithm and iterative peeling (ESIP sampler) to 
sample genotypes jointly from the entire pedigree is used in this study. Here, it is shown that 
the ESIP sampler yields an irreducible Markov chain, regardless of the number of alleles at 
a locus. Further, results obtained by ESIP sampler are compared with other methods in the 
literature. Of the methods that are guaranteed to be irreducible, ESIP was the most efficient. 
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4.1 Introduction 
QTL mapping includes the estimation of the locations of QTL, of the magnitudes of the 
QTL effects, and of the frequencies of QTL alleles. When QTL genotypes cannot be observed, 
marker genotypes are used together with trait phenotypes to map QTL by marker-QTL linkage 
analysis. 
Typically, the mixed model of inheritance is used in linkage analyses. Under this model, 
the trait is assumed to be influenced by a single QTL linked to a marker (MQTL) and the 
remaining QTL are assumed to be unlinked to the marker (RQTL). The additive effects of the 
RQTL are usually assumed to be normally distributed. Under this model the marker-MQTL 
parameters can be estimated by likelihood or Bayesian approaches. 
Both these approaches require computing the likelihood for the model given the observed 
pedigree, marker genotypes and trait phenotypes. Except for small pedigrees (less than 20 
individuals), it is not feasible to compute the exact likelihood for the mixed model of inheritance 
(Hasstedt, 1982, 1991; Bonney, 1992; Fernando et al., 1994). Therefore, alternative models have 
been adopted for which the likelihood can be computed efficiently (Bonney, 1992; Fernando 
et al., 1994; Strieker et al., 1996), or approximations of the likelihood for the mixed model of 
inheritance are used (Hasstedt, 1982, 1991; LeRoy et al., 1989). However, these approaches 
are limited because they cannot easily accommodate more general models. 
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have been proposed to overcome these lim­
itations. In the application of MCMC to likelihood and Bayesian methods, samples are ob­
tained from the conditional distributions, given the observed data, for the missing marker 
genotypes, the MQTL genotypes, and the additive effects of the RQTL (Guo and Thompson. 
1992: Thomas and Cortessis, 1992; Janss et al., 1995; Uimari et al., 1996). Further, in the 
Bayesian approach samples are also obtained from the posterior distribution of the parameters 
in the model (Thomas and Cortessis, 1992; Janss et al., 1995; Uimari et al., 1996). 
The scalar Gibbs sampler provides the easiest method to sample genotypes, where each 
genotype of an individual is sampled conditional on the genotypes of all the remaining pedi­
gree members. Due to the Markov property of pedigrees (Sheehan and Thomas, 1993), the 
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genotype of an individual depends on only its phenotype and the genotypes of its neighbors— 
parents, spouses, and offspring. Because of this Markov property, the Gibbs sampler is easy to 
implement. However, Thomas and Cortessis (1992) used a hypothetical example to show that 
when a marker locus has more than two alleles, sampling using the scalar Gibbs sampler may 
not yield samples from the conditional distribution because the resulting chain may not be 
irreducible. A chain is said to be irreducible if the probability is nonzero for moving between 
any two points in the state space in a finite number of steps. 
Even when the chain is irreducible, samples may be highly correlated, which is called 
slow mixing. This is due to the dependence between genotypes of parents and progeny, with 
larger progeny groups causing greater dependence (Janss et al., 1995). One strategy that was 
proposed to overcome this problem is the use of blocking Gibbs, which consists of sampling a 
block of genotypes jointly (Janss et al., 1995; Jensen et al., 1995). Although blocking Gibbs 
improves mixing, it does not result in a chain that is guaranteed to be irreducible (Jensen and 
Kong, 1999). Ideas to jointly sample the genotypes in complex pedigrees were independently 
proposed by Heath (1997) and Fernandez et al. (1999). These approaches propose to use 
an approximate method to obtain candidates that are accepted or rejected by a Metropolis-
Hastings step. Heath (1997) stated that the approximate peeling method of Thomas (1986) 
seems to a be a promising proposal distribution to obtain those candidates. Fernandez et al. 
(1999) proposed to use a "modified" pedigree as a proposal distribution. This "modified" 
pedigree is obtained by cutting the loops and extending the pedigree at the cuts as described 
in Strieker et al. (1995) and Wang et al. (1996). It was shown that iterative peeling is equivalent 
to "cutting" and "extending" the pedigree (Wang et al. (1996)). 
Fernandez et al. (2001) implemented a sampling method that combines Elston-Stewart 
algorithm and iterative peeling to sample genotypes jointly from the entire pedigree. This 
method is called the ESIP sampler, and it uses a Metropolis-Hastings step to accept or reject 
samples. It can be shown that ESIP results in an irreducible and aperiodic chain even when 
sampling genotypes at a marker locus with more than two alleles. In this paper, we present 
a brief description of the method of sampling, a proof that the resulting chain is irreducible 
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and aperiodic, a strategy to improve the efficiency of the sampler, and a comparison of the 
proposed method with other methods. 
4.2 Method for Sampling Genotypes Jointly 
The method to sample genotypes jointly has been described in detail by Fernandez et al. 
(2001). Here, only a brief description is provided to introduce the concepts necessary to prove 
irreducibility and aperiodicity. 
When the pedigree does not have loops or the pedigree contains only simple loops, the 
entire pedigree is peeled using the Elston-Stewart algorithm (Elston and Stewart, 1971). Then 
genotypes are sequentially sampled using reverse peeling (Jensen et al., 1995; Janss et al., 
1995; Heath, 1998). If the pedigree has complex loops, exact peeling is not feasible (Jensen 
and Kong, 1999) and a joint sample is obtained from a pedigree modified to make peeling 
feasible (Fernandez et al., 2001). This modified pedigree is used to generate the candidates in 
a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970). 
This approach to jointly sample marker genotypes is now illustrated with the small pedigree 
shown in Figure 4.1(a), where the marker genotypes for individuals 3 and 4 are missing. 
This pedigree is simple enough to be peeled exactly. However, to illustrate the proposed 
method the pedigree can be modified as shown in Figure 4.1(b), where individual 4* has been 
introduced to remove the loop. This individual is assigned the same genotype as 4, i.e., 4* is 
assigned a missing genotype. A pedigree that is modified by duplicating a single individual 
as shown in Figure 4.1(b) will be referred to as a "cut" pedigree. In a cut pedigree, there 
are two kinds of individuals: those that correspond to individuals in the original pedigree and 
those that are introduced. Now, the missing genotypes for the original individuals in the cut 
pedigree can be sampled by reverse peeling (Jensen et al., 1995; Heath, 1998; Fernandez et al., 
2001). For example in Figure 4.1(b), m.4 is sampled from Pr(m4|mi, 7712, ms,me), which is 
computed using the Elston-Stewart algorithm (Elston and Stewart, 1971; Fernandez et al., 
2001). Then, 7713 is sampled from Pr(m3|mi,m2,m4,m5,ni6). This gives a joint sample for 
7713 and 7714 from Pr(m3,77i4|mi,m2,m5,m6). In general, the missing genotypes for the original 
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(a) Pedigree with loops. (b) Cut pedigree. 
Figure 4.1 True and cut pedigree, where individuals 1, 2, 5 and 6 have 
observed marker genotypes. 
individuals are sampled conditional on the observed genotypes. This sample is either accepted 
or rejected according to Metropolis-Hastings algorithm as described below. 
We use a special case of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm known as the independence 
sampler. Let y be the vector of observed genotypes and m the vector of missing genotypes. 
In this algorithm, the candidate draw is accepted with probability 
where tt(x) is the probability of sampling x from the pedigree in Figure 4.1(a) conditional on 
y, q(x) is the probability of sampling x from the pedigree in Figure 4.1(b) conditional on y, 
mc is the candidate sample obtained from the pedigree in Figure 4.1(b), and mprev is the last 
vector of genotypes that was accepted. 
In general, the probability 7r(m) can be computed as 
mc) = min I 1, (4.1) 
n 
7t(m) oc JJ 7Tj ,  
J=1 
(4.2) 
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where 
Pr (nij) 
Pr(mJ|mmj,m/j) 
if j is a founder 
if j is an offspring 
To compute q(m) we multiply the probabilities that were used in the sampling process. For 
this example, g(m) is 
4.2.1 Proof of Irreducibility and Aperiodicity 
Let I be the state space for the vector of unobserved genotypes in the unmodified pedigree, 
and let m; and nr, be two arbitrary states from I. The Markov chain for sampling genotypes 
is irreducible if the probability of moving from m, to m7 in a finite number of steps is nonzero. 
We show below that for the ESIP sampler, the probability of going from m* to m; in one step 
is nonzero. This probability of going from m, to m, is 
Note that 7r(m,) > 0 and 7r(ntj) > 0 because mt and m_, are in I. Further, as shown in the 
Appendix, if 7r(m) > 0 then g(m) >0. So in (4.4), 7/(mi,mj) > 0 and q(nij) > 0, and thus 
Pr(mj|mj) > 0. This shows that the chain has a nonzero probability of moving from any state 
m, to any other state m, in a single step. Thus, this proves that the chain is irreducible and 
aperiodic. 
4.3 Improving Efficiency 
Sampling genotypes as described above can be inefficient in a pedigree with many loops. 
To illustrate, consider the case of a biallelic marker locus with alleles M\ and M?. In the 
q(m) = Pr(m4|y) Pr(m3|m4,y). (4.3) 
Pr(m6j|m&j) = q(mj) 
min ( 1. 
(4.4) 
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pedigree in Figure 4.1(a), the marker genotypes of individuals 3 and 4 are unobserved. To 
sample genotypes we introduce individual 4* to remove the loop (Figure 4.1(b)). Assume that 
the genotypes of 1, 2, 5 and 6 are M1M2, M\, M\M\ and M1M2 respectively. Now, to 
sample ma we use Pr(m3|y). Next, we sample m4 using Pr(m4|y,m3) = Pr(m4|mi,m2). Now 
that both unknown genotypes have been sampled, we computed g(mc) as 
g(mc) = Pr(m3|y) Pr(m4|m1,m2). 
To compute 77 we also need g(mprev). This quantity has already been calculated from a previous 
round of the sampler. Further, we need the probabilities 7r(mc) of the candidate sample mc 
and 7r(mpreu) of the accepted sample mpretf from the previous round. Computing 7r(mc) is 
straightforward using (4.2). Again, 7r(mprm,) has already been computed in the previous round 
of sampling. 
Suppose that m3 was sampled as M2M2 and m4 as M0M2. Then mc = (M2M2, M2M2) and 
7r(mc) = 0 because individual 4 with genotype M2M2 cannot have offspring 5 with genotype 
Mi Mi. As a result 77 = 0 and the candidate sample will be rejected with probability 1. We 
showed earlier that 7r(mc) > 0 implies q(mc) > 0, but this example shows that g(mc) > 0 
does not imply 7r(mc) > 0. The probability of getting a candidate rejected increases with the 
number of loops. 
One strategy to improve efficiency of the sampler is to minimize the number loops that are 
cut. When peeling is applied to a pedigree, intermediate results are stored in multidimensional 
tables called "cutsets" (Cannings et al., 1978). In a pedigree without loops, the largest cutset 
has dimension two. In a pedigree with loops, some cutsets have dimension greater than two. 
Depending on the pedigree, peeling can be efficient as long as the dimension of the largest 
cutset is about seven. In the ESIP sampler, exact peeling is applied until the cutset size is too 
large for efficient computations. To proceed further, loops are cut. 
A second strategy to improve efficiency of the sampler consists of extending the pedigree 
at the places it was cut. Wang et al. (1996) have shown that the approximation to the likeli­
hood obtained by cutting loops is improved when the pedigree is extended as shown in Figure 
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4.2. So, it seems reasonable to expect that cutting loops and extending the pedigrees will also 
reduce the probability of getting a candidate rejected. In Figure 4.2 the pedigree is extended 
by including individuals 5* and 6* as offspring of individuals 4 and 3*. A pedigree modified by 
duplicating more than a single individual will be referred to as a "cut-extended" pedigree. 
Figure 4.2 Cut-extended pedigree. Marker genotypes were observed for 
individuals 1, 2, 5 and 6. If the genotype of individual i is ob­
served, the extended individual i* is assigned the same genotype 
as individual i. 
The probabilities of getting a rejected sample were obtained for the pedigrees shown in 
Figures 4.1(b) and 4.2. These probabilities were 0.333 and 0.111, respectively. The gene 
frequencies were assumed to be 0.5 for each allele. 
"Cutting" and "extending" the pedigrees is difficult and the degree of difficulty increases as 
the loops are larger and more complex. In practice, the pedigree does not have to be extended 
explicitly. In Wang et al. (1996) it was shown that genotype probabilities computed by iterative 
peeling are equivalent to genotype probabilities computed from a cut-extended pedigree. As 
explained in Fernandez et al. (2001), the ESIP sampler combines the Elston-Stewart algorithm 
and iterative peeling to sample genotypes jointly from the entire pedigree. 
To speed up peeling, genotype elimination was implemented using the algorithm developed 
by Lange and Goradia (1987). This algorithm is an extension of Lange and Boehnke (1983) and 
consists of identifying all those genotypes that are not consistent with the observed information 
in the pedigree. These genotypes have zero probability and are removed from the list of 
genotypes to be summed over in peeling. 
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4.4 Performance of the ESIP Sampler 
To assess the performance of ESIP we have compared its efficiency and accuracy with those 
of other MCMC methods proposed in the literature. One of the methods that is guaranteed 
to yield an irreducible chain is given by Sheehan and Thomas (1993). In this paper this 
method will be referred to as the Sheehan-Thomas sampler. Lin et al. (1993) and Lin (1995) 
have also proposed two methods for sampling marker genotypes. These will be referred to as 
Linl and Lin2 samplers, respectively. Sobel and Lange (1996) have described how samples 
of descent graphs can be used for linkage analysis rather than samples of descent states. It 
has been argued that the space of descent graphs is much smaller than the space of descent 
states. However for comparison with ESIP, as described in Section 4.5, genotype probabilities 
can be estimated from a sample of descent graphs. This method will be referred to as the 
Descent-graph sampler. 
4.4.1 Comparison of ESIP and Sheehan-Thomas samplers 
Regardless of the number of the alleles at a locus, Sheehan and Thomas (1993) have shown 
that if all penetrance probabilities are non-zero then irreducibility holds. Let 7r*(m) be the 
distribution of m given y after all zero penetrance probabilities have been replaced by some 
small positive probability (relaxation parameter). They showed that if samples are obtained 
from ir*(m) and those for which 7r(m) = 0 are rejected, then the remaining samples are from 
7r(m). Thus, to overcome the irreducibility problem they proposed to sample from 7r*(m) and 
only use samples for which 7r(m) > 0 to estimate genotype probabilities. 
They also showed that if all transmission probabilities are non-zero irreducibility holds. 
So, an alternative 7r*(m) to sample missing genotypes from can be obtained by modifying the 
transmission probabilities and/or penetrance probabilities. 
Sheehan and Thomas (1993) estimated genotype probabilities by their method for the ABO 
blood type locus in the fictitious pedigree presented in Figure 4.3. In this pedigree, squares 
represent males and circles represent females. The ABO blood-group system consists of three 
alleles A, B and O, and hence six genotypes. However, there are only four phenotypes, as only 
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AB 
OO OO OO 
Figure 4.3 Test pedigree with hypothetical ABO blood-type data (Sheehan 
and Thomas, 1993) 
A and B are codominant, and both, A and B, are dominant to O. Thus, the AA and AO 
genotypes are phenotypically indistinguishable and give blood type A; similarly, the BB and 
BO give blood type B. The O blood group corresponds only to the recessive genotype OO: 
while AB genotypes are distinguishable from other genotypes. Six individuals in the pedigree 
shown in Figure 4.3 have genetic data (12 and 21 have genotypes AB; 16, 17, 18 and 19 have 
genotype OO). As Sheehan and Thomas (1993) explained, these phenotypes were deliberately 
chosen so that the mated pair [6,9] could be either (AO, BO) or (BO, AO) and these two states 
do not communicate. The same applies to the pair [10,15]. The assumed allele frequencies for 
A, B and O alleles are .2, .1 and .7, respectively. Even though this pedigree has loops, it is 
small enough that exact marginal probabilities can be calculated for all individuals. 
Results obtained by the ESIP and Sheehan-Thomas samplers were compared to the true 
marginal probabilities. Sheehan and Thomas (1993) explained that there is a trade-off be­
tween the size of the relaxation parameter and efficiency of the algorithm. If the relaxation 
parameter is too small then the Markov chain has slow mixing because stepping between 
non-communicating classes has too small a probability. On the other hand, if the relaxation 
parameter is too large too many samples will be rejected. They presented results for some 
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individuals in the pedigree using different relaxation parameters. Based on those results the 
value of .025 was chosen for the relaxation parameter to estimate genotype probabilities for 
the entire pedigree. 
Different versions of the ESIP sampler were used to compare with results obtained by 
Sheehan and Thomas (1993). The first version, which is called Direct, consists of peeling 
exactly the whole pedigree and then samples are obtained directly from the target distribution 
by reverse peeling. When the proposal is obtained by exactly peeling the pedigree until the 
cutset size is k and then iterative peeling is applied to the remainder, the sampler is called 
ESIP-fc. For this pedigree, k — 2 and k = 3 were also used for comparison. The length of the 
chain for the three cases (Direct, ESIP-3, and ESIP-2) was 10,000 with no burn-in period. 
For each genotype, the range, mean and standard deviation of the absolute differences of 
genotype probabilities between Sheehan-Thomas sampler and the true marginal probabilities 
are presented in Table 4.1. The total number of simulations for the Sheehan-Thomas sampler 
Table 4.1 Ranges, means, and standard deviations (B.D.) of the 
absolute differences between exact probabilities and 
those obtained by Sheehan-Thomas approach. 
Range Mean S.D. 
P(AA) 0 to 3.1x10" -3 4.8x10" -4 8.5x10" -4 
P(AB) 0 to 6.0x10" -3 8.6x10" 4 1.6x10" -3 
P[AO) 0 to 9.8x10" -3 3.5x10" -3 3.0x10" -3 
P(BB) 0 to 2.5x10" -3 3.9x10" 4 7.9x10" -4 
P(BO) 0 to 9.8x10" -3 3.3x10" -3 3.3x10" -3 
P(00) 0 to 1.1x10" -2 2.8x10" -3 3.9x10 -3 
was 175,830 with a rejection rate of 94.31%, which yields a total of 10,000 legal samples. The 
mean difference in Table 4.1 is 1.8 x 10~3, and the largest difference is 1.1 x 10~2. Also, 
genotype probabilities were obtained by the Direct sampler and compared to the true marginal 
probabilities. These results are presented in Table 4.2. The mean difference with the Direct 
sampler is 1.6 x 10-3, and the largest difference is 1.1 x 10-2. 
Results from the comparison of ESIP-2 and ESIP-3 with the true marginal probabilities 
are summarized in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. 
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Table 4.2 Ranges, means, and standard deviations (S.D.) of the 
absolute differences between exact probabilities and 
those obtained by the Direct sampler. 
Range Mean S.D. 
P(AA) 0 to 3.1x10" -3 4.0x10' -4 7.9x10" -4 
P(AB) 0 to 4.0x10" -3 6.9x10" 4 1.2x10" -3 
P(AO) 0 to 1.3x10" -2 3.7x10" -3 3.6x10" -3 
P{BB) 0 to 1.1x10" -3 1.4x10" 4 2.7x10--4 
P(BO) 0 to 1.1x10" -2 2.6x10" -3 3.1x10" -3 
P(00) 0 to 1.1x10" -2 2.3x10" -3 3.2x10" -3 
Table 4.3 Ranges, means, and standard deviations (S.D.) of the 
absolute differences between exact probabilities and 
those obtained by the ESIP-2 sampler. 
Range Mean S.D. 
P(AA) 0 to 3.5x10" -3 4.9x10" 4 9.2x10" -4 
P{AB) 0 to 6.6 x 10" -3 8.5x10" 4 1.7x10" -3 
P(AO) 0 to 1.1x10" -2 4.3x10" -3 3.7x10" -3 
P{BB) 0 to 2.8x10" -3 4.4x10" -4 9.6x10" -4 
P{BO) 0 to 1.1x10" -2 3.4x10" -3 3.5x10" -3 
P{00) 0 to 1.2x10" -2 1.9x10" -3 3.3x10" -3 
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The mean difference with the ESIP-2 sampler is 1.9 x 10"3 and the largest difference is 
1.2 x 10-2. The rejection rate for this sampler was 24.5%. 
For ESIP-3 (with 10,000 samples), the mean difference is 1.6xlO-3 and the largest difference 
is 1.1 x 10-2. These values are the same as the results obtained for the Direct sampler. The 
rejection rate for ESIP-3 was 6.5%. Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4(10,000 samples) show that the 
ESIP sampler yields results with the same level of accuracy than Sheehan-Thomas sampler. 
The accuracy of the estimates obtained by ESIP greatly improve as the the number of samples 
is increased (Table 4.4). 
ESIP was run using a Pentium Pro-200 while Sheehan and Thomas (1993) used a SUN 
SPARC station SLC. Thus, it is difficult to compare the computing times of ESIP sampler 
with the computing time of Sheehan-Thomas sampler because different computing systems 
were used. However, to have some indication about the computing efficiency, a summary of the 
computing times and rejection rates for the methods is presented in Table 4.5. Table 4.5 shows 
that the rejection rates for the ESIP sampler are much lower than Sheehan-Thomas sampler. 
This table, also shows that a substantial improvement in computing time of ESIP sampler 
is achieved when the proposal is obtained by peeling the entire pedigree (Direct sampler). 
When an individual that was iteratively peeled has to be sampled, all the cutsets connected 
to this individual must be recalculated conditional on the genotypes that have already been 
sampled (Fernandez et al., 2001). This can be very time consuming because iteratively peeled 
individuals are connected to cutsets that contain a mixture of individuals that are sampled and 
not sampled. Thus, this recalculation involves summing over all genotypes of the individuals 
that were not yet sampled conditional on the genotypes that have been already sampled. This 
process has to be repeated in each sample. On the contrary, when individuals are peeled 
exactly, all the other individuals in cutsets connected to the individual being sampled have 
already been sampled. Thus, there is no summing over that needs to be done. This indicates 
that a large improvement in the efficiency of this algorithm will be possible if all loops in the 
pedigree are cut when the cutset size of 6 is reached. After cutting, exact peeling can be 
applied to obtain samples more efficiently. The increase in efficiency that was obtained by 
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Table 4.4 Ranges, means, and standard deviations (S.D.) of 
the absolute differences between exact probabili­
ties and those obtained by the ESIP-3 sampler. 
Range Mean S.D. 
10,000 samples 
P(AA)  0 to 2.4x10" 3 4.6x10" 4 8.0x10-* 
P(AB)  0 to 4.2x10" -3 4.4x10" 4 9.7x10-* 
P(AO)  0 to 1.3x10" -2 3.2x10" -3 3.3xl0~3 
P(BB)  0 to 2.0x10" 3 2.5x10" 4 5.0xl0-4 
P{BO)  0 to 6.7x10" -3 2.0x10" -3 2.2xl0"3 
P(00)  0 to 1.1x10" -2 2.1x10" •3 3.0xl0~3 
100,000 samples 
P(AA) 0 to 1.1x10" -3 1.9x10" -4 3.6xl0"4 
P{AB)  0 to 2.8x10" -3 3.6x10" -4 7.4xl0"4 
P(AO)  0 to 1.7x10" -3 4.8x10" -4 5.5 xlO"4 
P(BB)  0 to 5.4x10" -4 7.3x10" -5 1.5xl0"4 
P(BO)  0 to 2.7x10" -3 4.1x10" -4 6.7xlO~4 
P(00)  0 to 3.1x10" -3 3.6x10" -4 6.9xl0~4 
1,000,000 samples 
P(AA) 0 to 3.7x10 -4 2.7x10" -5 7.9xl0-5 
P(AB)  0 to 2.4x10" -4 4.1x10 -5 7.3 xlO"5 
P(AO) 0 to 1.3x10" -3 2.6x10 -4 3.2xl0~4 
P{BB)  0 to 1.3x10 -4 2.2x10 -5 4.2xl0~5 
P(BO)  0 to 6.5x10 -4 2.1x10 -4 2.2 xlO-4 
P{00)  0 to 1.6x10 -3 1.9x10 -4 3.6 xlO"4 
Table 4.5 Computing times and rejection rates of ESIP samplers and Shee­
han-Thomas sampler. 
Method Computing time (sec) Rejection rate (%) 
Sheehan-Thomas sampler^ 
10,000 legal samples 344.64 94.3 
ESIP-2 sampler^) ; 10,000 samples 90 24.5 
ESIP-3 sampler^; 10,000 samples 36 6.5 
Direct sampler'2^ ; 10,000 samples 12 0.0 
(1) The computer used was a SUN SPARC station SLC. 
(2) The computer used was a Pentium Pro-200. 
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cutting and extending the pedigree can still be achieved as described by Wang et al. (1996). 
Briefly, exact peeling is first applied until cutset size is k. Second, iterative peeling is applied 
to the remaining individuals in the pedigree. Third, all loops in the pedigree are cut. Fourth, 
exact peeling is continued using the iteratively peeled probabilities where the loops were cut. 
4.4.2 Comparison of ESIP and Linl samplers 
Lin et al. (1993) presented results obtained by the application of their method in a Volga 
German family to study Alzheimer's disease. The marker locus for the Alzheimer's disease 
(D14S43) has three alleles: A, B and C. The frequencies they used were 0.239, 0.760 and 0.001 
for the three alleles, respectively. Lin et al. (1993) presented results for nine individuals in 
the pedigree presented in Figure 4.4. In the Linl sampler, marker genotypes are sampled 
using the scalar-Gibbs sampler. As described below, the irreducibility problem is overcome by 
coupling an auxiliary Markov chain that is irreducible with the scalar-Gibbs chain (Lin et al., 
Let Fg be the scalar-Gibbs chain with equilibrium distribution Pg{ge\y). where go denotes 
a genotypic configuration in the state space Gg of the scalar-Gibbs sampler. Similarly, Fy 
CC AB CC BC CC AC 
Figure 4.4 Volga German family pedigree (Lin et al., 1993). 
1993). 
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is the irreducible-auxiliary chain with equilibrium distribution Pg>(gg> |y), where gg> denotes a 
genotypic configuration in the state space Gg> of the auxiliary chain. These two chains are 
coupled by switching their states. If an appropriate switching probability is used, it has been 
shown that the coupled chain F* defined on the state space Gg x Gg> is irreducible and has 
equilibrium distribution Pg{gg\y)Pg>(ge'\y)- Thus, the {(ffj)} component of the coupled chain 
converges to Pg(gg\y) (Lin et al., 1993). 
Lin et al. (1993) showed that for a scalar-Gibbs sampler the chain is irreducible if and only 
if, each heterozygote genotype, has a positive penetrance probability. In the Linl sampler, the 
auxiliary chain IV was constructed by setting each heterozygote genotype AmAn to have a 
small positive penetrance probability pmn. If pmn is too small, the probability of switching is 
too small. On the other hand, if pmn is too large, many of the gg> will have zero probability 
in the state space Gg, resulting in the switches being rejected. To overcome this, the heated 
Metropolis algorithm was used to simulate the auxiliary chain. Because a single heated aux­
iliary chain did not improve mixing in some cases, Lin et al. (1993) used multiple auxiliary 
chains. 
For each genotype, the range, mean and standard deviation of the absolute differences of 
genotype probabilities, of nine selected individuals, between the Linl sampler and the exact 
probabilities are presented in Table 4.6. These estimates were obtained from 400,000 samples 
using three auxiliary chains. Thus, this requires generating four chains, each of length 400,000. 
The mean difference of the results presented in Table 4.6 is 1.1 x 10-3 and the largest difference 
Table 4.6 Ranges, means, and standard deviations 
(S.D.) of the absolute differences be­
tween exact probabilities and those ob­
tained by Linl sampler. 
Range Mean S.D. 
P(AA) 0 to 3.0x10" -3 4.4x10" -4 1.0x10" -3 
P{AB) 0 to 4.0x10" -3 1.7x10" -3 1.8x10" -3 
P(AC) 0 to 5.0x10" -3 1.7x10" -3 2.0x10" -3 
P(BB) 0 to 6.0x10" -3 1.0x10" -3 2.1x10" -3 
P{BC) 0 to 4.0x10" -3 7.8x10" -4 1.4x10 -3 
P{CC) 0 to 0 0 0 
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is 3.0 x 10-3. 
For comparison, a chain length of 20,000 with no burn-in period was used for the all the 
ESIP samplers. For each genotype, the range, mean and standard deviation of the absolute 
differences of genotype probabilities between the ESIP samplers and the exact probabilities 
are presented in Table 4.7. For the Direct sampler, the mean difference is 7.3 x 10"1 
Table 4.7 Ranges, means, and standard deviations (S.D.) of the 
absolute differences between exact probabilities and those 
obtained by the Direct, ESIP-2 and ESIP-3 samplers. 
Comparison Range Mean S.D. 
Direct- Exact 
P(AA) 0 to 2.2xlO"3 4.4x10-* 7.8x10" -4 
P(AB) 0 to 3.0xlO-3 5.3x10-* 9.8x10" -4 
P(AC) 1.5x10-* to 2.8xlO-3 1.3xl0"3 1.1x10" -3 
P(BB) 0 to 3.3xlO-3 7.1x10-* 1.4x10" -3 
P(BC) 0 to 2.8xlO"3 1.4xl0~3 1.3x10" -3 
P(CC) 0 to 2.5 xlO"4 3.3xl0"5 8.3x10" -0 
ESIP-2-Exact 
P(AA) 0 to 2.0 xlO"3 5.4x10-* 8.6x10" -4 
P(AB) 0 to 4.5xlO-3 1.7 xlO"3 1.9x10" -3 
P(AC) 4.5x10-* to 4.5xl0-3 2.5 xlO'3 1.6x10" -3 
P{BB) 0 to 3.8xlO-3 5.7x10-* 1.3x10" -3 
P(BC) 0 to 4.9xlO-3 1.6 xlO'3 1.8x10" -3 
P(CC) 0 to 5.0x10-* 9.4x10"° 1.9x10 -4 
ESIP-3-Exact 
P(AA) 0 to 2.6xlO"3 5.7x10-* 1.0x10' -3 
P{AB) 0 to 4.5 xlO"3 2.1 xlO'3 1.9x10' -3 
P(AC) 4.0x10-* to 3.7xl0-3 2.0xl0"3 1.3x10' -3 
P(BB) 0 to 6.3xlO"3 7.5x10-* 2.0x10' -3 
P(BC) 0 to 3.0xlO-3 9.9x10-* 1.2x10 -3 
P(CC) 0 to l.SxlO"4 2.2x10"° 5.0x10 -5 
and the largest difference is 2.2 x 10~3. This indicates that this sampler yields results more 
accurate than the Linl sampler. In addition, the number of samples required to obtain this 
level of accuracy using the ESIP sampler is much smaller than the samples required in the 
Linl sampler. 
For the ESIP-2 sampler, the mean difference is 1.1 x 10~3 and the largest difference is 
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2.0xlO-3. The rejection rate for this sampler was 23.86%. These results have the same level 
of accuracy as the Linl sampler. 
For the ESIP-3 sampler, the mean difference is 1.0 x 10~3 and the largest difference is 
2.2 x 10-3. The rejection rate for this sampler was 15.25%. Thus, the level of accuracy for 
this sampler with 20,000 samples is the same as the Linl sampler with 400,000 samples using 
three auxiliary chains. 
It is not possible to compare the efficiency of the approaches in terms of computing time 
because the necessary information is not given in Lin et al. (1993). 
As Lin et al. (1993) explained, their approach may not be practical when a locus has more 
than three alleles because there are a larger number of non-communicating classes. This is not 
a problem for ESIP. 
4.4.3 Comparison of ESIP and Lin2 samplers 
The estimates obtained by the ESIP sampler were also compared to those obtained by Lin 
(1995). She used the same ABO-blood-type pedigree used by Sheehan and Thomas (1993) to 
show the performance of her method. She proposed a method where an irreducible chain is 
constructed by jumping from one communicating class to another directly without the need of 
stepping through illegal configurations. This method also requires the explicit identification of 
non-communicating classes. 
Lin (1995) estimated genotype probabilities from a chain of length 3,000 cycles. For com­
parison, a chain length of 3,000 with no burn-in period was used for different ESIP samplers 
(Direct, ESIP-2 and ESIP-3). The same level of accuracy as for the Lin2 sampler was obtained 
with the ESIP samplers. 
As Lin (1995) explained, her algorithm is efficient as long as one can identify individuals 
in the pedigree who characterize the non-communicating classes. Her method is not a single 
component algorithm, since the first step is to identify all the non-communicating classes. 
Thus, as Lin (1995) added, one can design blocking Gibbs sampling algorithms to accomplish 
the same task. The reason is that the identification of all non-communicating classes is also 
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the basis of designing block Gibbs samplers. 
On the contrary, for the chain generated by the ESIP sampler, all states communicate, 
and thus, irreducibility is guaranteed. The performance of ESIP sampler was also tested using 
large and complex pedigrees. For more details see Fernandez et al. (2001). 
4.5 Comparison of ESIP and Descent-graph samplers 
The estimates obtained by the ESIP sampler were also compared to those obtained by 
the descent graph sampler developed by (Sobel and Lange, 1996). To estimate probabilities 
on pedigrees, Thompson (1994) proposed an alternative MCMC strategy, where segregation 
indicators are sampled rather than genotypes. The advantage of this method is that the space 
of segregation indicators is much smaller than the space of genotypes, especially for multiallelic 
loci. Sobel and Lange ( 1996) have implemented such a sampler. This sampler will be referred 
to as the Descent-graph sampler. Results from the Descent-graph sampler can be used to 
estimate genotype probabilities. Here, we used the Descent-graph sampler to obtain genotype 
probabilities for the ABO-blood-type pedigree used by Sheehan and Thomas (1993). The 
results obtained from this sampler are compared to the true marginal probabilities in Table 
4.8. Three different chain lengths were used to obtain the estimates: 10,000, 100,000, and 
1,000,000. The mean differences for the three chain sizes are: 3.6 x 10~3, 2.2 x 10~3, and 
1.8 x 10"3, respectively. All these mean differences are larger than the mean differences from 
Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 corresponding to Direct, ESIP-2, and ESIP-3 samplers with a chain 
length of only 10,000. The mean differences for Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4(10,000 samples) are 
1.6 x 10-3, 1.9 x 10~3, and 1.6 x 10~3, respectively. Also, the largest differences for the Direct, 
ESIP-2, and ESIP-3 (with 10,000 samples) samplers are smaller than the ones corresponding 
to the Descent-graph sampler. The largest differences for the Descent-graph sampler with 
chain lengths of 10,000, 100,000, and 1,000,000 are: 6.2 x 10~2, 3.2 x 10~2, and 3.2 x 10"-, 
respectively. While the largest differences for Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4(10,000 samples) are 
1.1 x 10-2, 1.2 x HT2, and l.i x 10"2. 
The estimated probabilities obtained from Direct, ESIP-2, and ESIP-3 samplers are very 
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Table 4.8 Ranges, means, and standard deviations 
(S.D.) of the absolute differences between ex­
act probabilities and those obtained by De-
scent-graph sampler. 
Range Mean S.D. 
10,000 samples 
P(AA) 0 to 1.7x10" -2 1.6x10" •3 3.8x10" -3 
P{AB) 0 to 6.2x10" •2 7.3x10" •3 1.7x10" •2 
P(AO) 0 to 2.9x10" -2 5.6x10" -3 8.2x10" -3 
P(BB) 0 to 1.7x10" -3 1.2x10" -3 3.7x10" 3 
P(BO) 0 to 2.9x10" -2 4.8x10" -3 7.7x10" -3 
P(00) 0 to 3.6x10" -2 1.3x10" -3 1.3x10" -2 
100,000 samples 
P(AA) 0 to 3.7x10" -3 6.1x10" -4 1.1x10" -3 
P(AB) 0 to 7.7x10" -3 1.1x10" -3 2.1x10" -3 
P(AO) 0 to 9.7x10" -3 2.6x10" -3 3.5x10" -3 
P(BB) 0 to 2.2x10" -3 3.5x10" -4 7.0x10 -4 
P(BO) 0 to 1.1x10" -2 2.3x10 -3 3.4x10 -3 
P(00) 0 to 3.2x10" -2 6.3x10" -3 9.6x10 -3 
1,000,000 samples 
P(AA) 0 to 3.7x10" -3 4.8x10* -4 1.1x10" -3 
P{AB) 0 to 5.5x10" -3 9.4x10" -4 1.7x10" -3 
P{AO) 0 to 9.5x10" -3 2.1x10" -3 3.3x10" -3 
P{BB) 0 to 1.8x10" -3 2.1x10" -4 5.2x10" -4 
P{BO) 0 to 1.1x10" -2 1.9x10" -3 3.2x10" -3 
P(00) 0 to 3.2x10" -2 5.0x10" -3 9.1x10" -3 
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similar and closer to the true marginal probabilities than the estimated probabilities obtained 
from the Descent-graph sampler. We also compare the probabilities obtained by the Descent-
graph sampler to those obtained by the ESIP-3 sampler with chain lengths of 100,000 and 
1,000,000 (Table 4.4). For this pedigree, the Direct sampler is more efficient and accurate. 
This is because the pedigree can be exactly peeled. But, for pedigrees with complex loops, the 
Direct sampler cannot be used. 
The mean difference for ESIP-3 with a chain length of 100,000 is 3.1 x 10~4 and the largest 
difference is 3.1xl0-3. These values show that ESIP-3 gives more accurate results than the 
Descent-graph sampler for a chain length of 100,000 or 1,000,000. 
The mean difference for ESIP-3 with a chain length of 1,000,000 is 1.2 x 10~4 and the largest 
difference is 1.3 x 10-3. These results are more accurate than those from the Descent-graph 
sampler for a chain length of 1,000,000. 
Also, we compare the computing times of the two samplers (Table 4.9). The computing 
Table 4.9 Computing times (in seconds) of Descent-graph and 
ESIP samplers. 
No. of Sampler: 
samples Descent-graph^1 ) Direct ESIP-2^ ESIP-3(2) 
10,000 17 12 90 36 
100,000 157 120 960 390 
1,000,000 1,517 1,500 9,120 3,600 
(1) The computer used was a 350 MHz Pentium II with 128 MB RAM. 
(2) The computer used was a Pentium Pro-200. 
times in Table 4.9 indicate that the Descent-graph sampler is faster than ESIP-2 or ESIP-3 
samplers for the same chain length. But, the ESIP samplers yield more accurate estimates 
using fewer samples than the Descent-graph sampler. For example, ESIP-3 with a chain length 
of 10,000 yields estimates that are a little more accurate than the Descent-graph sampler with 
a chain length of 1,000,000, and so ESIP-3 is also more efficient time-wise. 
The Descent-graph sampler was also used to estimate probabilities for a biallelic locus in 
a large half-sib family. The allele frequencies are 0.75 and 0.25 for allele A and o, respectively. 
The pedigree consists of 3 founders: one sire and two dams, where each family has 35 offspring. 
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In both nuclear families, the genotype for 34 of the offspring is known, 17 are homozygous AA 
and 17 heterozygous Ao. The genotype of the parents and one offspring in each nuclear family is 
unknown. Four different initial descent graphs (Descent-graph^), Descent-graph^2', Descent-
graph^ and Descent-graph^4) ) were used to obtain estimates for this pedigree. Genotype 
probabilities were also estimated by ESIP, and exactly calculated by S ALP (Strieker et al., 
1994a,b). Results are presented in Table 4.10. 
This example illustrates that Descent-graph sampler does not have good mixing properties 
for some pedigrees. For this pedigree, estimates based on 1,000,000 samples from Descent-
graph^) and Descent-graph^2) seem to converge to the true marginal probabilities only for 
individual 73. Descent-graph^3) and Descent-graph'4) do not converge to the true marginal 
probabilities for any of the individuals with unknown genotype. On the other hand, the ESIP 
sampler converges to the true probabilities with only 10,000 samples. 
4.6 Summary and conclusions 
In this paper we have compared the ESIP sampler with other samplers in the literature. 
The ESIP sampler seems to be more efficient than Sheehan-Thomas, Linl and Descent-graph 
samplers. These samplers are guaranteed to give irreducible chains. Here, we have also shown. 
that the Descent-graph sampler has poor mixing properties for some pedigrees. ESIP seems to 
have the same level of accuracy as the Lin2 sampler. But, the Lin2 sampler requires identifying 
non-communicating classes. 
Appendix 
Proof that 7r(m) > 0 implies g(m) > 0 
The proof is first given for a cut pedigree and then for a cut-extended pedigree. 
Proof for cut pedigree 
The probability of getting m from the target distribution is computed using equation (4.2). 
Even though the probability of getting m from the proposal distribution g(m) was computed by 
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Table 4.10 Estimated marginal probabilities obtained 
by the Descent-graph and ESIP samplers, 
and exact marginal probabilities obtained by 
S ALP for the individuals with unknown geno­
type of a large half-sib family. 
Id Method P(AA)  P(Ao) P{aa)  
1  SALP 0.599999 0.400001 0.0 
ESIP 0.595 0.405 0.0 
Descent-graph'1^ 0.573753 0.426247 0.0 
Descent-graph'2) 0.57298 0.42702 0.0 
Descent-graph'3) 0.881964 0.118036 0.0 
Descent-graph'4) 0.0 1.0 0.0 
2  SALP 0.399998 0.600002 0.0 
ESIP 0.405 0.595 0.0 
Descent-graph'1) 0.426247 0.573753 0.0 
Descent-graph'2) 0.42702 0.57298 0.0 
Descent-graph'3) 0.118036 0.881964 0.0 
Descent-graph'4) 0.0 1.0 0.0 
3  SALP 0.599999 0.400001 0.0 
ESIP 0.595 0.405 0.0 
Descent-graph'1 ) 0.573753 0.426247 0.0 
Descent-graph'2) 0.57298 0.42702 0.0 
Descent-graph'3) 0.165062 0.834939 0.0 
Descent-graph'4) 0.0 1.0 0.0 
38  SALP 0.499999 0.500000 0.000001 
ESIP 0.4998 0.5002 0.0 
Descent-graph'1) 0.461184 0.538816 0.0 
Descent-graph'2) 0.540265 0.459735 0.0 
Descent-graph'3) 0.512912 0.487088 0.0 
Descent-graph'4) 0.2425 0.5071 0.2504 
73  SALP 0.499999 0.500000 0.000001 
ESIP 0.5049 0.4951 0.0 
Descent-graph'1) 0.500192 0.499808 0.0 
Descent-graph'2) 0.500006 0.499994 0.0 
Descent-graph'3) 0.315387 0.503321 0.181292 
Descent-graph'4) 0.2722 0.4775 0.2503 
Estimates by ESIP are from 10,000 samples. 
Estimates by Descent-graph are from 1,000,000 samples. 
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multiplying probabilities that were used in the sampling process, for this proof it is convenient 
to write it as 
where 
g(m) «n*. 
J= I  
(4.5) 
Pr ( r r i j )  (a) 
Primjlmjn^m/j) (b) 
qi = Emmj. Pr(mj|mm..,mf} ) Pr(mmj. ) (c) (4-6) 
Em/j. Pr(mJ-|mmj, mZj. ) Pr(m^. ) (d) 
Em;. Pr(mj- \m™j'> mfr ) (e) 
(a) if j is either a non-introduced or introduced founder and has known genotype 
(b) if j is either a non-introduced or introduced offspring of either non-introduced or introduced 
parents, all of them with known genotypes 
(c) if the mother of individual j is an introduced individual 
(d) if the father of individual j is an introduced individual. 
(e) if j is an introduced individual. 
Recall that q(m) is the probability of sampling m from the cut pedigree conditional on y, where 
m is the vector of missing genotypes of the original individuals and y is the vector of observed 
genotypes of the original and introduced individuals. Note that, in (4.6) the summations are 
over the missing genotypes of the introduced individuals. Also, note that for (a) and (b) 
qj = 7Tj, when j is a non-introduced founder or a non-introduced offspring of non-introduced 
individuals. Furthermore, if j is an introduced founder or an offspring (introduced or non-
introduced) of introduced parents, where all of them have known genotype, then qj > 0. For 
(c), (d) and (e) individual j is a non-founder, therefore 
7Tj  = Pr (rrij \mm j ,  mj .  ) .  
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As shown below, for (c), tt, = Pr(mJ|mm>,m/j) > 0 implies qj > 0. First, Pr(mmj.) > 0 for 
all mmj., and second, when mmj. = mmj, Pt{mj\mmj, ,m/j) = iij. Thus the term in (c) that 
corresponds to mmj. = mmj is greater than zero. Further, the other terms in (c) are greater 
than or equal to zero. So clearly, qj > 0. Similarly, also for (d), tt,- = Pr(m_,|mmj,m/j) > 0 
implies qj > 0. Also for (e), as shown below, 7Xj = Pr(mJ|mmj,) > 0 implies qj > 0. The 
term in (e) that corresponds to m_y = m,j is 7Tj, which is greater than zero. The other terms in 
(e) are greater than or equal to zero, and so qj > 0. From (4.2), 7r(m) > 0 implies that tt, > 0 
for all j. Further, as shown above, for (a) and (b) qj = tt,, and for (c), (d) and (e) nj > 0 
implies qj > 0. So, from (4.5), q[m) > 0. 
Proof for cut-extended pedigree 
Consider the cut-extended pedigree in Figure 4.5. For this pedigree q(m) can be written 
O-I—O GW-G 
G> 
G-p-0 & 
(r) G 
G—i—0 
"© O 
O 0 
Figure 4.5 Cut-extended pedigree. 
as 
ç(m) oc ^^Pr(mi)Pr(m2)Pr(m3|mi,m2)Pr(TO4|mi,m2) x 
fTlje 
Pr(mi-) Pr(m2- ) Pr(m3- |mi-, m2- ) Pr(m5- |m3-, 7714) Pr(mg-1mj. ,m4) x 
Pr(mi-) Pr(m2- ) Pr(m3- |mt-, m2- ) Pr(Tn5|m3, m4- ) Pr(m6|m3, m4- ), (4.7) 
where the summations zire over the missing genotypes of the introduced individuals 3" and 4*. 
For one of the terms in (4.7) 7713- = m3 and 7714- = 7714. In this term all of the factors are 
from 7r(m), and therefore it will be greater than zero whenever 7r(m) > 0. In general, ç(m) 
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can be written as a sum of factors, and for one of its terms the missing genotype for each i* 
will be equal to the sampled genotype for i. In this term all of the factors are from ir(m), 
and therefore it will be greater than zero whenever 7r(m) > 0. The other terms in ç(m) are 
non-negative, therefore g(m) > 0 whenever 7r(m) > 0. 
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CHAPTER 5. USING THE ESIP SAMPLER FOR MAPPING 
QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI 
Abstract 
The loci that affect quantitative traits are called quantitative trait loci (QTL). In order 
to identify QTL, genotypes are determined at marker loci with known positions and with 
associated phenotypic records. These markers and phenotypic records are used in statistical 
analyses to determine whether there is one or more QTL linked to the markers, map the position 
of the QTL, measure the magnitude of the QTL effects, and estimate the allele frequencies at 
the QTL. When the genotypes at the QTL are not observed, the distribution of phenotypes is 
a mixture of normal distributions with different means corresponding to the QTL genotypes. 
The evaluation of the normal-mixture likelihood function involves summing over the genotypes. 
This summation is not feasible in large and complex pedigrees. A promising strategy is to use 
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to approximate the sum in the normal-mixture. 
Furthermore, when marker genotypes are missing, MCMC methods (for example the Gibbs 
sampler) can be used to sample those genotypes. Scalar-Gibbs is easy to implement, and is 
therefore the most widely used MCMC method in genetics. However, scalar-Gibbs may not 
yield irreducible chains when the markers have more than two alleles (Sheehan, 1990: Thomas 
and Cortessis, 1992). In this dissertation, the ESIP sampler was developed to sample genotypes 
at the QTL and marker loci as discussed in Chapters 2 and 4. This sampler is guaranteed 
to yield irreducible chains. In this chapter, the ESIP sampler is used to map QTL under a 
Bayesian framework. 
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5.1 Introduction 
The loci that affect quantitative traits are called quantitative trait loci (QTL). Quantitative 
traits are affected by many QTL and by environmental factors. A statistical model that relates 
the quantitative trait phenotypes (y) to QTL genotypes (g) permits the specification of the 
joint distribution of y and g. In order to estimate the position of QTL, genotypes (m) are 
determined at marker loci with known positions. If a marker locus is closely linked to a QTL 
then the alleles at these loci will be jointly transmitted to offspring with high probability. Thus, 
assuming some model for the recombination events between loci, the joint distribution of m, 
g, and y can be specified. This joint distribution can then be used to make inferences about 
QTL parameters. These include the position of a QTL, the effects of the QTL genotypes on 
the trait phenotypes, and the frequency of the QTL alleles. Several statistical methods have 
been developed for QTL mapping. A comprehensive review of these methods is presented in 
Hoeschele et al. (1997). 
Because the genotypes at the QTL are not observed, the distribution of phenotypic val­
ues in the population can be thought of as a mixture of normal distributions with different 
means corresponding to the QTL genotypes. The challenge in these analyses is the summation 
over the genotypes in the normal-mixture likelihood function as discussed in earlier chapters. 
To evaluate the likelihood, several strategies have been adopted, which avoid direct summa­
tion over genotypes (LeRoy et al., 1989; Hasstedt, 1991; Knott et al., 1991a,b; Bonney, 1992; 
Thomas and Cortessis, 1992; Fernando et al., 1994: Janss et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1996). 
One of the most promising strategies is to use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algo­
rithms to approximate the sum in the normal-mixture. MCMC algorithms have been used in 
both maximum likelihood and Bayesian approaches. To obtain ML estimates of parameters, 
MCMC has been used in the E-step of the EM-algorithm (Guo and Thompson, 1992). 
Constructing the posterior distribution necessary for a full Bayesian analysis of the mix­
ture of phenotypic values is not computationally feasible, especially in this situation where the 
QTL genotypes are not observed and need to be summed over. Therefore, MCMC methods are 
used to obtain samples from the posterior distribution, and inferences are based on the empir­
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ical marginal posterior distributions constructed from these samples (Thomas and Cortessis, 
1992; Hoeschele and VanRaden, 1993a,b; Thaller and Hoeschele, 1996a,b; Uimari et al., 1996; 
Satagopan et al., 1996; Uimari and Hoeschele, 1997). 
A challenge that arises when applying MCMC methods to draw inferences from the marginal 
posterior distributions of interest is that many straightforward and simple samplers often do 
not yield samples from the posterior distribution due to the irreducibility problem and poor 
mixing (Sheehan and Thomas, 1993; Janss et al., 1995; Jensen et al., 1995). In this thesis, the 
ESIP sampler was proposed to overcome the irreducibility problem and poor mixing of scalar 
Gibbs sampler when applied to the problem of sampling genotypes from complex pedigrees. 
In Section 5.2 we review, the general Bayesian approach to map QTL. Because the number 
of QTL is one of the unknown quantities in the model, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm 
is needed to sample parameters from competing models with different numbers of QTL. The 
Bayesian approach was used for mapping QTL on a simulated pedigree. The model and results 
are presented in Section 5.3. 
5.2 Bayesian analysis for QTL mapping 
5.2.1 Model and notation 
In the Bayesian framework, inferences about parameters 6 are based on the marginal pos­
terior distribution of 0 given observed data. Here a vector of the observed data are the trait 
phenotypes y and the observed marker genotypes m. In practice, marker genotypes may not be 
available for all individuals. It is convenient to denote the observed marker genotypes as mobs 
and the unobserved genotypes as m* so that m = (niobs,ni*) - Thus, inferences are based on 
the posterior /(0|y,mobs)- In the MCMC approach, it is more convenient to obtain samples 
from f{0,g, m'ly.niobs). This conditional distribution is proportional to /(0,g.y,m), which 
can be written as 
/(0, g, y, m) = /( y |g, 0, m) Pr(g, m|0)/(0). (5.1) 
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Because the marker loci do not have a direct effect on y, 
/(y|g,0,m) = /(y|g,0). (5.2) 
The conditional distribution in (5.2) is assumed to be a multivariate normal distribution with 
mean 
where X, Z are known incidence matrices with dimensions n x q and n x n, respectively; uq is 
the unknown number of QTL; the vector v't = (a,, c,) represents the QTL gene effects: a, 
when the genotype at the i th QTL is Ai A[, 6, when the genotype is Ai A2 or AgA%, and c* when 
the genotype is AgAg; the q x 1 vector /3 represents the non-genetic fixed effects; the matrix 
Qi is the n x 3 incidence matrix is associated to the ith QTL. The }th row of Q; is [1,0,0] or 
[0,0,1] if the }th animal is homozygous [(A1A1) or (A2A2)], and [0,1,0] if it is heterozygous 
[(Ai A2) or (A2A1)] at the locus. Thus, there is a one to one correspondence between the vector 
gi and the matrix Q; The covariance matrix of y given g and 0 is taken to be 
As shown in Appendix A, the probability Pr(g, m|0) depends on the allele frequencies p 
of the QTL and their positions r, which is given by two coordinates: one coordinate indicates 
the chromosome I the QTL is on, and the other coordinate indicates the distance x from the 
left end of the chromosome to the QTL. 
The distribution f { 8 )  is the prior distribution of the parameters, which is described next. 
5.2.2 Prior distributions 
The vector 0 includes the parameters /3, N Q ,  the vectors v,, the T I Q  allele frequencies, the 
uq positions 17, and the residual variance a*. 
(5.3) 
i=l  
Var(y|g,0) = I<7e • (5.4) 
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The prior distribution for the vector of fixed effects 0 is 
/(/3) a constant, 
so that, a priori, any value of /3 is equally likely. 
A priori, the number rIQ of QTL is an integer on the interval [0, N], where N is an arbitrarily 
large number. This choice of prior distribution for TLQ reflects lack of prior information about 
the number of QTL. A more suitable choice of prior distribution, should some knowledge about 
uq be available, may be a Poisson distribution. 
The prior for v, is chosen to be flat, to reflect that a priori all size effects for the ith QTL 
are equally likely. 
Given tiq, the uq allele frequencies p, at the biallelic QTL are modeled a priori as inde­
pendent Beta( 1,1) random variables. 
Let K be the known number of chromosomes in the genome. Then, the QTL position T, 
is defined by two coordinates and z,, where I, is an integer between 1 and K that indicates 
the chromosome on which the QTL is located, and Xi is a real number that gives the distance 
from the origin of the chromosome to the QTL in centimorgans (cM). Assuming the QTL are 
uniformly distributed across the genome, a priori f, has probability of being equal to k, 
where Lk is the known length of the kth chromosome and Lr = 53*Li ^Jt- Given lt, the prior 
distribution of Zj is Uniform(0,L*). 
The prior for the residual variance is an inverted-*2 distribution, so that: 
/(°el1^'se) « kg)^exp(-^^), 2 <T| 
where the parameter t/e can be thought of as the "degree of belief in s2, the prior "guess" for 
the residual variance. 
A way of representing prior ignorance about the variance would be to set the degree of 
belief parameters to zero, i.e. ue = 0. But it was noted (Besag et al., 1991; Wang et al., 1994) 
that under this prior, the joint posterior density is improper. Besag et al. showed that the 
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posterior density is proper if a Jeffrey's prior is used for <7%, i.e. /(a2) a 4?. 
5.2.3 Sampling scheme using MCMC methods 
As it was explained before, computing the marginal posterior distributions for a particular 
parameter from /(0,g, m*|y, mobs) requires integrating and summing this distribution with 
respect to all other parameters and missing data, and this is generally not a feasible approach. 
Thus, MCMC methods are used to obtain samples from the joint posterior distribution. 
If the number tiq of QTL is fixed and known then each parameter can be sampled from its 
full conditional distribution. This method of sampling is known as the Gibbs sampler. When 
the full conditional distribution for a parameter has a closed form, samples can be obtained 
directly from this distribution. On the other hand, when the full conditional for a parameter 
does not have a closed form, a Metropolis-Hastings step can be used to obtain samples from 
the full conditional. 
However, if the number uq of QTL is unknown and is one of the quantities included in the 
sampling scheme, then the number of model parameters is variable from one iteration to the 
next. In this case the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can be used to accept or reject the entire 
sample of the vector of parameters 0. It is often claimed that when parameters are sampled 
from competing models, the reversible jump MCMC algorithm must be used. However, the 
standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can also be used to sample parameters from competing 
models. 
The sampling process for fixed tiq can be summarized in the following steps. 
1. Jointly update the vector of fixed effects from the full conditional distribution which 
is normal (Wang et al., 1994). 
2. Jointly update the vector v of additive QTL effects from the full conditional distribution, 
which is multivariate normal. 
3. Jointly update the vector p of QTL allelic frequencies from the full conditional distribu­
tion which is Beta (Hoeschele et al., 1997). 
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4. Jointly update the vector r of QTL locations using the Metropolis-Hastings step. Two 
equal to k. The QTL position r, on chromosome k is sampled from a uniform proposal 
distribution with parameters a and ft, where 
and 0 = Xpreu + S, where S is some constant distance, and ipreu is the position sampled in 
the previous iteration for the ith QTL. The new QTL locations are accepted or rejected 
using a Metropolis-Hastings step. Before sampling a new r,, the sampler can decide 
either to stay on the same chromosome (this event has high probability) or to move to 
another chromosome (this event has low probability). If the sampler decides to move to 
another chromosome, then a new l\ is sampled with probability 
5. Update the residual variance using the full conditional distribution which is inverted-*2 
(Wang et al., 1994). 
6. Update the genotypes g at the QTL and marker loci m* jointly using ESIP, as described 
in Chapters 2 and 4. 
The sampling process for the variable nq can be summarized in the following steps. 
1. Sample tiq from an arbitrary proposal distribution. When uq increases, new QTL are 
added. In this case, parameters need to be sampled for all the QTL. When tiq decreases, 
some QTL and the corresponding parameters are dropped. 
2. Jointly update the vector /3 of fixed effects from the full conditional distribution which 
is normal (Wang et al., 1994). 
3. Update the residual variance using the full conditional distribution which is inverted-*2 
(Wang et al., 1994). 
parameters must be updated: fj and Xj. The coordinate /,• has probability of being 
(5.5) 
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4. Update the marker loci (m*) conditional on the sampled QTL genotypes using ESIP. 
5. The sampled values of all the variables are accepted or rejected using Metropolis-Hastings 
step. Note that some of these variables are discrete while others are continuous. Thus 
a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for sampling both discrete and continuous variables is 
described in Appendix B. 
MCMC samplers for models with variable uq have been implemented (Yi and Xu, 2001). 
5.3 Application of the method 
5.3.1 Model used 
Two data sets were simulated: one with one QTL on one chromosome and the other with 
ten QTL on two chromosomes (one QTL on chromosome 1 and nine QTL on chromosome 
2). Both data sets were analyzed as if there was a single QTL. Thus, to demonstrate the 
application of ESIP to QTL mapping we used a simple model with a single QTL flanked by 
two markers. In this model TIQ = 1. The model can be written as 
y = Qv + e, 
where y is the n x 1 vector of observed phenotypes, Q is the n x 3 incidence matrix of the 
QTL genotypes, v is the 3x1 vector of QTL effects (V = (a, 6,c)), and e is the n x 1 vector 
of random effects. 
The observable variables in this model are the phenotypic values y and the observed marker 
data. The observed marker data include the locations of the markers on the chromosome, the 
allele frequencies of these markers, and the observed marker genotypes. Also, it was assumed 
that the QTL of interest was located on chromosome 1. 
The vector 0 of parameters includes cr* the residual variance, p the frequency of the major 
allele in the biallelic QTL, and r the QTL position. 
The prior distributions for the vector v of QTL effects and for the QTL allele frequency p 
were assumed to be flat. In this model, the QTL position r is defined by only one coordinate 
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(x) because the QTL was assumed to be on chromosome 1. Thus the coordinate I is always 1. 
The prior for the coordinate x was assumed to be Uniform(0, L), where L is the length of the 
chromosome. The prior distribution for a\ was assumed to be inverted-*2 where a small value 
was chosen for ue. Thus, the prior for cr2 is very uninformative. 
The full conditional distribution for the QTL effects v't = (a. b, c) is multivariate normal 
with mean 0 = (Q Q) Q'y and variance (Q'Q)-1<72. 
The full conditional distribution for the QTL allele frequency p is written as 
p ~ Beta(l -f  NAl, 1 +2n t  - iVA l j ,  
where n\ is the number of founders in the pedigree, and N.\x is the number of Ai alleles present 
in the founders. 
The full conditional distribution for cr2 can be written as 
tr2 ~ Inv - x2(v=,s"e2), 
where ûe = n + ue and s'e2 = ^-[(y - Qv)T(y - Qv) + i>es2]. 
The QTL position t was updated using a Metropolis-Hastings step. The proposal distri­
bution used was a Uniform(a, ft), where a and 0 were given earlier. The assumed value for S 
was 5 cM. The new QTL location is accepted or rejected according to 
77 = minf 1, ——), 
^ Iprev dprev * 
where ttc = Fl^m+i F>r(9jl9/,:9mJ) is the total conditional probability of the genotypes of 
the non-founders given their parents' genotypes for the entire pedigree obtained from the 
candidate sample, and Kprev = Fl^m+i is the same conditional probability 
from the previous sample. The proposal distributions are uniform with parameters a and p. 
Thus qc = is the proposal distribution for the candidate sample and qprev = for 
the previous sample. The conditional probability n?=m+i Prtsjls/j-9m,) is a function of the 
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recombination rates, which in turn are functions of the map distances (see Appendix A). For 
more details about how the conditional probabilities of the genotypes of the offspring given 
their parents involve recombination rates and thus QTL position see Elston and Stewart (1971). 
The steps in the sampling process are the following. 
1. Set arbitrary starting values for the QTL effects: a , b  and c, the QTL allele frequency p, 
the QTL position r, and the residual variance <7g. In this case, the initial values for all 
the parameters were the true values. 
2. Sample the QTL and the missing marker genotypes using ESIP. 
3. Using the starting values from 1. and the QTL genotypes obtained from 2., update 
v' = (a, £>, c) from its full conditional. 
4. Update the QTL allele frequency p from its full conditional distribution. 
5. Update the QTL location r using a Metropolis-Hastings step. 
6. Update a\ from its full conditional distribution. 
7. Repeat steps 2-6 m times, where m is the length of the chain. 
Usually a period of "burn-in" or "warm-up" is used in MCMC sampling methods. In this 
case, this is not necessary because the starting values used were the true values. Suppose that 
m draws are obtained. Then the conditional mean for 0i is estimated from the samples as 
1 m ' 
where is the value of 0, in sample j .  According to the ergodic theorem for a Markov chain 
that is irreducible and positive recurrent, as m -> oc, 0; -> E(#,|y, m*bs) 
5.3.2 Simulation studies 
The pedigree used to illustrate the application of the method consists of 585 individuals 
distributed in three generations. The first generation consists of one sire and four dams. The 
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F1 generation, obtained after crossing those four dams with one sire, consists of four sires, 
which are mated with 64 dams to produce the F2 generation. For this pedigree, two genetic 
models were considered: in the first genetic model, a quantitative trait was simulated as being 
controlled by one QTL residing on chromosome 1. In the second genetic model, a quantitative 
trait was simulated as being controlled by ten QTL residing on two chromosomes; one QTL on 
chromosome 1 and nine QTL on chromosome 2. For both models, the QTL on chromosome 1 
has two flanking markers with ten alleles each. The allele frequency was 0.1 for all the alleles. 
The first flanking marker Mi was located at 1.0 morgan (M) from the left end of chromosome 1, 
and the second marker was located at 10.536 cM (0.10536 M) from Mi. The QTL was located 
between M\ and at 5.268 cM (0.05268 M) from Mi, i.e., QTL is located at 1.05268 M from 
the left end of chromosome 1. The assumed recombination rates were rn = 0.05 between Mi 
and QTL, and r%i = 0.05 between Mg and QTL. 
The QTL effects were 100, 50 and 0 for the genotypes AiAi, A1A2, AgAg, respectively. 
The QTL allele frequencies were p = 0.75 and q = 0.25 for the alleles Ai and A?, respectively. 
The heritability for this trait was 0.25, 
= 1 = ^ = 0.25, ,5.6) 
where tr2 and <Tp are the genetic and phenotypic variances for the trait. The genetic variance, 
<jg., for one locus is calculated as 
a2 = 2 x p x q x a2 = 2(.75)(.25)(502) = 937.5 , i = 1, • • • , 10 , 
where a is the average gene effect. Thus, for the first genetic model the genetic variance is 
<t2 = 937.5, and for the second model, the total genetic variance is 
c x 2 = 2 x p x g x a 2 x l 0  =  2 ( . 7 5 ) ( . 2 5 ) ( 5 0 2 ) ( 1 0 )  =  9 , 3 7 5  .  
Both data sets were simulated using the same total phenotypic variance because the trait was 
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assumed to be the same. Thus, from equation (5.6), the phenotypic variance is 
Therefore, the residual variance in the first genetic model is 
a 2 e = a 2 p -  a ] .  =  37,500 - 937.5 = 36,562.5 , 
and the residual variance in the second genetic model is 
cr2 = cr2 - cr* = 28,125 . 
Note that in both models, the QTL on chromosome 1 explains l/40th of the phenotypic 
variance. 
5.3.3 Results 
For both genetic models, the proposed MCMC sampler was run for 100,000 cycles with a 
burn-in period of 5,000, under two different situations: pedigree with incomplete marker data 
and pedigree with complete marker data. For the analysis with incomplete data, marker data 
were generated for all the individuals except for the 64 founder dams that were mated to the 
four F1 sires. The results obtained from both analyses were similar for both genetic models. 
5.3.3.1 Genetic model I: 1 QTL on one chromosome 
The posterior distributions for the residual variance for both analyses (with incomplete 
marker data and with complete marker data) are shown in Figure 5.1. Both posterior distri­
butions are very similar. The means of the distributions are 36,363.0 and 36,357.5, for the 
analysis using incomplete and complete marker data, respectively. The standard deviations of 
the posterior distributions are 2,137.0 and 2,138.8, respectively. The true value for the resid­
ual variance is 36,562.5. Thus the posterior means of the plots shown in Figure 5.1 are good 
estimates of the true parameter. In this case, only one QTL was simulated. Thus, this QTL 
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explains the total genetic variation in the data and that the residual variance obtained is close 
to the true value. 
The posterior distributions for the QTL allele frequency for both analyses are shown in 
Figure 5.2(a) and (b). The posterior mean for both distributions is 0.63, and the standard 
deviation is 0.06. The true value for p is 0.75. 
30000 40000 30000 40000 
Residual variance Residual variance 
(a) With incomplete marker data (b) With complete marker data 
Figure 5.1 Posterior distribution of the residual variance a* for genetic 
model I 
The posterior distributions for the QTL position are presented in Figure 5.3(a) and (b). 
The posterior mean for both distributions is 1.059, and the standard deviation is 0.036, for 
incomplete and complete data respectively. The true value for QTL position is 1.05268. Thus, 
the posterior mean of the QTL position is an accurate estimate of the true parameter. The 
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Figure 5.2 Posterior distribution of the QTL allele frequency for allele Ai 
for genetic model I 
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Figure 5.3 Posterior distribution of the QTL position for genetic model I 
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posterior distributions for the QTL effects are presented in Figures 5.4(a) and (b), 5.5(a) and 
(b), and 5.6(a) and (b). The posterior means are compared with the true values in Table 5.1. 
The true values for the genotypic means are 100, 50 and 0 for the genotypes AiAi, AiA%, and 
A2A2, respectively. For this model, the genetic effects due to the genotypes A1A1 and AiA% 
are higher than the expected values, while the genetic effect due to genotype A2A2 is lower 
than the expected value. 
GO 100 140 180 SO 100 140 1 SO 
QTL. effect QTL. effect 
(a) With incomplete marker data (b) With complete marker data 
Figure 5.4 Posterior distribution of QTL effect for the genotype=AiAi for 
genetic model I 
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Figure 5.5 Posterior distribution of QTL effect for the genotype=At A2 for 
genetic model I 
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Figure 5.6 Posterior distribution of QTL effect for the genotype=A2A2 for 
genetic model I 
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Table 5.1 Posterior means and standard deviations of the posterior distri­
butions (in parenthesis) of the QTL effects using incomplete and 
complete marker data, and true QTL effect values for genetic 
model I 
Genotype Incomplete marker data Complete marker data True value 
Ai Ai 112.6 (13.6) 112.7 (13.5) 100 
A1A2 56.5 (15.8) 56.4 (15.8) 50 
A2A2 -9.3 (46.2) -9.3 (46.2) 0 
5.3.3.2 Genetic model II: 10 QTL on two chromosomes 
The posterior distribution for the residual variance with incomplete and complete marker 
data are shown in Figure 5.7. As it was observed for genetic model I, both distributions are 
similar. The means of the distributions are 34,808.1 and 34,804.3 for Figure 5.7(a) and (b), 
respectively. The standard deviations of these posterior distributions are 2,082.0 and 2,086.1, 
respectively. The true value of the residual variance is 28,125. Thus, the posterior mean in 
both analyses overestimates the true parameter. Under this genetic model there are nine QTL 
on chromosome 2 that also contribute to the total genetic variation. Thus, the estimate of 
the residual variance is inflated because part of the genetic variation due to the nine QTL 
on chromosome 2 is included in the error term of the statistical model. The posterior 
distributions for the QTL allele frequency p of allele Ai for both analyses are shown in Figure 
5.8. The posterior mean for both distributions is 0.54, and the value of the standard deviation 
is 0.06. The true value of the frequency for allele Ai is 0.75. In this case the mean of the 
posterior distribution is even farther than the estimate of the allele frequency in genetic model 
I. For an additive trait, the genetic variance is largest when the value of the allele frequencies 
for both alleles is 0.5. Under this genetic model, not all the genetic variation in the data 
is due to the QTL on chromosome 1. Thus, by having allele frequencies closer to 0.5, the 
genetic variance is also inflated to account for the extra genetic variation due to the QTL on 
chromosome 2. The posterior distributions for the QTL position are presented in Figure 
5.9(a) and (b). The posterior mean of these distributions is 1.051, and the standard deviation 
is 0.024, respectively. The true value of the QTL position r is 1.0527. Thus, also for genetic 
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Figure 5.7 Posterior distribution of the residual variance a\ for genetic 
model II. 
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Figure 5.8 Posterior distribution of the QTL allele frequency for allele Ai for 
genetic model II. 
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Figure 5.9 Posterior distribution of the QTL position for genetic model II. 
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model II, the mean of the posterior distribution using either complete or incomplete data seems 
to be an accurate estimate of the true QTL position. 
The posterior distributions for the QTL effects are shown in Figures 5.10(a) and (b), 5.11(a) 
and (b), and 5.12(a) and (b). The posterior means for these distributions are presented in Table 
5.2. The true values for the genotypic means are the same as for genetic model I, i.e., 100, 50 
and 0 for the genotypes AiAi, A1A2, and A2A2, respectively. The expected genotypic value 
for a QTL is 100p2 + 2pq50 = 75, where p = 0.75 and q = 1 - p. 
J 1 
700 750 BOO 8SO 
QTL effect 
(a) With incomplete marker data 
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Figure 5.10 Posterior distribution of QTL effect for the genotype=AiAi 
for genetic model II. 
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Figure 5.11 Posterior distribution of QTL effect for the genotype=Ai Aq 
using genetic model II. 
Therefore, the expected cumulative effect for the nine QTL on chromosome 2 is 9x75 = 675. 
Thus, the conditional expectation for the cumulative effect of all QTL given genotype A2A2 
for the QTL on chromosome 1 is 675 because the mean of A2A2 is 0. Similarly, the conditional 
expectation given genotype A1A2 for the QTL on chromosome 1 is 675 + 50 = 725 and given 
genotype A1A1 is 725 + 50 = 775. 
The results from Table 5.2 indicate that the effects due to genotype A2A2 and A1A2 are 
lower than the expected values while the effect due to genotype A1A1 is higher than the 
expected value. 
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Figure 5.12 Posterior distribution of QTL effect for the genotype^? A2 
for genetic model II. 
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Table 5.2 Posterior means and standard deviations (in parenthesis) of the 
posterior distributions of the QTL effects using incomplete and 
complete marker data, and true QTL effect values for genetic 
model II 
Genotype Incomplete Marker Data Complete Marker Data Expected Value 
AiAi 792.2 (20.3) 797.3 (20.3) 775 
MM 705.4 (14.1) 705.5 (14.1) 725 
A2A2 634.9 (18.3) 634.8 (18.4) 675 
5.4 Summary and conclusions 
We have compared the results from the analysis of a simulated pedigree with complete and 
incomplete marker genotypes using two genetic models to demonstrate the application of ESIP 
to QTL mapping. The results obtained using the complete and incomplete data, were similar 
for the two genetic models. This indicates that sampling missing genotypes by ESIP yields 
results that converge to the true marginal distributions. 
Appendix A 
Computing the joint probability of genotypes at marker loci and QTL 
In order to show how this joint probability is computed, it is convenient to denote as Gi 
the genotypes at all the marker loci and QTL of individual i. Further, G, can be decomposed 
into the maternal haplotype Hf*1 (the set of alleles received from the mother) and the paternal 
haplotype Hf (the set of alleles received from the father). The genotypes of all the individuals 
is denoted G. The joint probability of all genotypes is written as 
Pr(G) = Pr(Gi) Pr^lGi) • • Pr(Gn|Gi, 1) 
i-r rr (5.7) 
= n ^ ) n p r ^ i ^ , ^ ) ,  
i € F  i e N  
where F is the set of founders, N is the set of non-founders, S,- and £>, are the sire and dam of 
i. The above expression follows from the Markov property of genotypes in a pedigree, i.e., the 
genotype of an individual given its parents' genotypes is independent of the genotypes of any 
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ancestor or sib. In the founders, we assume that alleles both within a locus and across loci are 
statistically independent. Thus, 
Pr(Gi) = Pr(Af') Pr(Af ) Pr(Bf ) Pr(Bf )..., (5.8) 
where A f l  and Af, for example, are the maternal and paternal alleles at locus A. The proba­
bility of the individuals' genotype conditional on its parents' genotypes can be written as 
Pr(Gi|GSl,GDt) = P v ( H t [ \ G D t ) P v ( H f \ G s t )  , (5.9) 
because we have assumed that the maternal and paternal alleles are inherited independently. 
The conditional probability of the maternal haplotype given the genotype of the dam can be 
written as 
Pr(tff'|GD>) =Pv(Atl\ApDi,A^)PT(Btl\Atl,B^,B^)PT(Ct'\B^,C^CxD[)--- . (5.10) 
where A  p . ,  B p . , and Cp. represent the alleles coming from the dam's father and A^, Bp1., 
and Cp represent the alleles coming from the dam's mother. A similar expression can be 
obtained for Pr(^f/>|Gsi). The first term of (5.10) is always constant, i.e., if Af = Ap. or 
A-vr = A p., Pr(A|v|Ay., A p.) = 1/2. The second term of (5.10) can take on different val­
ues depending on the distance between loci A and B (XAB)- If two loci are closely linked, 
then with high probability, the alleles from the same grand-parent {Ap. and Bp.) or {Ap. 
and Bp.) segregate together, and it is said that there is no recombination between the loci. 
On the contrary, if the loci are not closely linked, the alleles from maternal and paternal 
grand-parents (A^ and Bp.) or (Ap. and Bp.) can segregate together, thus it is said that 
there is recombination between the two loci. Therefore, if both Afr and B-Vf are from the 
same grandparent, Pr(Bf | Af,B^., B^) — (1 — tab), where tab is the recombination rate 
between loci A and B. Similarly, if both Afr and Bf1 are not from the same grandparent, 
Pr(B-u|AjV, Bq_, Bp.) = tab- The implicit assumption in expression (5.10) is that the recom­
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bination events between loci A and B are independent of the recombination events between 
loci B and C and so on. This is known as the assumption of "no interference." 
Under the assumption of no interference, Haldane (1919) showed that the recombination 
rate r_\B between loci A and B is related to map distance as follows 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for the case where the vector to be sampled has 
continuous and discrete components 
Let p and s denote the vectors of discrete random variables at times t and <+1, respectively. 
Also, let x and y denote the vectors of continuous random variables at times t and t + 1. 
respectively. Let tt be the joint density of the discrete and continuous random variables, where 
tt(x, p) is the density for the sample at time t, and 7r(y,s) is the density for the sample at time 
t + 1. Then, the detailed balance property can be written as 
Pr(xt € A,pt = Af,yt+i € B,st+t = N) = Pr(yt 6 B,st = N,xt+i 6 A,pt+i = M) , (5.12) 
where A and B are subsets of the state spaces Rn* and An", respectively, and M and N are 
two arbitrary values that the discrete variables can take. The left hand side of equation (5.12) 
can be written as 
5(1 — e 2zab) if A and B are on the same chromosome (5.11) r A B  -  4  
0.5 if A and B are on different chromosome . 
Appendix B 
q(y, s|x, p)a(x. p, y, s)dx dy , (5.13) 
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where g(y,s|x, p) is defined on the space /Z"v for all x. The right hand side of equation (5.12) 
is written as 
where q(x, p|y, s) is defined on the space Rnz for all y. The spaces R"z and Rn" in equations 
(5.13) and (5.14) can have different dimensions, but Rn* x Rn" form a Cartesian product. This 
is the standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with the acceptance probability defined as 
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CHAPTER 6. DISSERTATION CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation was written to address the problem of sampling missing genotypes in 
complex pedigrees. To attain this objective, a new sampler based on the Elston-Stewart 
algorithm and iterative peeling, which is called ESIP, was developed. The idea used in this 
sampler is an extension of blocking Gibbs to sample genotypes jointly at a single locus from the 
entire pedigree in such a way that irreducibility is guaranteed. The sampler uses a Metropolis-
Hastings step to accept and reject samples. Two aspects of the sampler were thoroughly 
studied. 
The first aspect, discussed in Chapter 2, is the "vertical" mixing performance of the sampler. 
To study this, ESIP and scalar-Gibbs were applied to the relatively simple problem of sampling 
genotypes at a biallelic disease locus. Results from this study show that ESIP sampler can 
be used to sample genotypes from complex pedigrees where the scalar-Gibbs sampler has 
very poor mixing. These samples can be used to estimate genotype probabilities, however the 
approximate probabilities from iterative peeling seem to be equally accurate. But, the greatest 
advantage of using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods is to overcome the computational 
problems in extended models, where in addition to the effect of the "major" locus, the model 
includes non-genetic fixed and random effects, and random polygenic effects. In these extended 
models, in addition to obtaining genotypes at the major locus, samples are also needed for the 
other fixed and random effects in the model. Garcia-Cortés and Sorensen (1996) have described 
an efficient method to sample jointly the random and fixed effects in a linear model. 
An important requirement to improve the efficiency of ESIP, is to obtain an optimal peeling 
order. Any algorithm that can determine the optimal order of equations in a symmetric-sparse 
system can also be used to determine the peeling order. This is discussed in Chapter 3. 
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The second aspect, discussed in Chapter 4, is the irreducibility property of the sampler. 
A proof that the resulting chain from ESIP is irreducible and aperiodic is given in Chapter 4. 
Also, a strategy to improve the efficiency of ESIP, and results from the comparison of ESIP 
with other methods are presented in this chapter. 
The efficiency of ESIP is improved by applying the Elston-Stewart algorithm as long as the 
cutset size is not too large for efficient computations, and then applying iterative peeling on 
the remaining part of the pedigree. The results obtained from the comparisons of ESIP with 
other samplers in the literature that are guaranteed to give irreducible chains, showed that 
ESIP was the most efficient. 
Finally, in Chapter 5, the ESIP sampler is used for the analysis of QTL mapping in a 
simulated pedigree. Also, a general discussion of the Bayesian framework for models where 
the number of QTL is unknown is given. In this chapter, two different genetic models using 
complete and incomplete marker information were applied to simulate data that was analyzed 
using the same simple statistical model for QTL mapping. The results obtained from both 
genetic models for complete and incomplete data were similar. 
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